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New Adventures:
This supplemental book is designed to
help Game Masters start new adventures in
the West, by situating them in a western
world with characters, encounters, and
quests.
The core value of this book is to give
Game Masters a proper footing in their
campaign, giving their Westbounders
context to the world and allies to care about.
 This book introduces a system of play
that allows for an streamlined theater of the
mind, especially during combat. The maps
are typically linear (ABCDF) or are limited to
the domain of a compass (NESW). This
system can be found on page 14.
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New Items
Backpack Replacements
A backpack is useful for carrying many items,
but not all characters require more than what
can fit on their harness and in their pockets.
We have included several new options for
characters backs:
Cape: Back Item: 1 Silver Dollar

A cape is worn purely for vanity, but others
will recognize you more easily. People are
more likely to notice you and recognize you,
and you will more easily gain notoriety or
reputation.
Shield: Back Item: (Price varies)
While wearing a huge-sized shield on your
back, you free up your hand while
maintaining a Severe Armor Complication
against those behind you, and it will give you
a severe complication while prone.
As a reaction, you are able to maneuver
your shield to block an attack by turning your
back to it.

General Tools
Perfume Vial: Small: 10 Silver Dollars
When broken, this vial releases an intensely
strong odor. Creatures with Gut Sight are
unable to use that sense on anything within
30ft of the vial's contents.
Spyglass: Small: 1 Gold Bullion
This item can be used see objects more
clearly, as if you were standing 150ft closer to
them.
Volatile: This item breaks if it is dropped or if
its holder becomes wounded while it is being
held or stored in their backpack or harness.

Savage Weapons Swinging
Claw: Savage Weapon Medium: 15 Silver
Dollars
L
 engthy: This weapon's melee range is
up to 10ft away.
Hooked: you have advantage on the Trip,
Grapple, and Disarm maneuvers, and you
no longer require a free hand to perform the
grapple maneuver.
Glass Knife: Small Savage Weapon
15 Silver Dollars
Melee - 5ft - 30ft - 30ft*
Thrown: This item has a range of: Melee 5ft - 30ft - 30ft*.
Glass: This item has three Hold'ems: King
of Spades, Queen of Hearts, and Jack of
Clubs. It breaks if it is used in an attack.
Volatile: This item breaks if it is dropped or
if its holder becomes wounded while it is
being held or stored in their backpack or
harness.
Glass Battle-axe: Large Savage Weapon
Melee only
Sweeping: Damage from this weapon can
be distributed among several enemies
within melee.
Bleeding: Enemies who take damage from
this weapon begin to bleed, which causes
pain as they exhaust themselves. Whenever
a bleeding character exhausts their hand,
that characters takes 1 damage. The
character stops bleeding when they end
their turn with cards in their hand.
Glass: This item has a has three Hold'ems:
King of Spades, Queen of Hearts, and Jack
of Clubs. It breaks if it is used in an attack.
Volatile: This item breaks if it is dropped or
if its holder becomes wounded while it is
being held or stored in their backpack or
harness.
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Tinkered Items
Grapple Gun: Medium Savage Weapon 100
Silver Dollars
This item fires a grappling hook into the air to
attach onto a ledge as a part action. Requires
a bullet to be used.
Sensitive: This item is sensitive and easily
breaks.
Saw-Blade Axe: Large Savage Weapon
5 Gold Bullion Notes
Rotating: This weapon has a Multi-attack.
This multi-attack can only be used once,
before having to spend 10 minutes winding the
axe’s crank.
Sweeping: Damage from this weapon can
be distributed among several enemies within
melee range.
Bleeding: Enemies who take damage from
this weapon begin to bleed, which causes pain
as they spend cards. Whenever a bleeding
character exhausts their hand, that characters
takes 1 damage. The character stops bleeding
when they end their turn with cards in their
hand.
Sensitive: This item is sensitive and easily
breaks.
Phonograph: Huge Tinkered Item
100 Gold Bullion Notes
Plays music loudly for one minute. Creatures
with Echolocation are unable to use that sense
on anything within 30ft of the
phonograph while it is playing.
Sensitive: This item is sensitive and easily
breaks.
Tinkered Painter: Huge Tinkered Item 100
Gold Bullion Notes
This machine creates a photograph of a
creature over the course of one minute,
recording their image onto a plate of silver.
Any movement during this time will cause
distortion in the image. Once created, the
photograph can be used by witches or
diviners who want to target the creature.
Sensitive: This item is sensitive and easily
breaks.

Magic Implements
Cape of the Rabbit: Huge Uncommon
Magical Implement
As a part action, this cape changes color to
give a sensory complication to sight based
ranged attacks while you are prone.
Cape of the Cool:
Huge Uncommon Magical Implement
Calm: Cards in your Ante are recycled
instead Discarded at the end of combat
Quick Cape: Huge Uncommon Magical
Implement
Quick: When you begin combat, you can add
1c to your ante from the top of your deck.

Floating Cape: Huge Uncommon Magical
Implement
Float: This cape expands to slow your fall
just before the time of impact, causing you to
take no damage from falling.
Tent of Rooms: Huge Rare Magical
Implement
Rooms: This tent is larger on the inside
than it is on the outside, with room for many
people and even furniture. The tent has a
15ft by 15ft foyer, with three 10ft by 10ft
rooms on the North, West, and East side.
The south side is always reserved for the
entrance. The rooms and entrance are
separated by simple cloth, and if any of it's
outside cloth is torn it will completely destroy
the magical item.
Gauntlets of Power: Medium Very Rare
Magical Implement
Strength Distortion: Objects being
manipulated through this item seem to weigh
significantly less. This decreases the weight
of handled items by half, and items carried by
the gauntlets are considered one size
smaller.
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Deck of Calling: Small Unique Magical
Implement
This small deck is filled with 52 steel cards
that are incredibly sharp. Each card is
considered a small weapon with the Thrown
property.
Recall: A beast can be attuned to each
card by holding the card against the beast
for 10 minutes. Once attuned, that beast
can be summoned by throwing the card.
The beast is always summoned at the
location that the card lands. The deck of
cards does not regenerate, and each card
must be picked up or it will be lost. After
being thrown, the beast bust be reattuned.
Smoking Sword: Medium Unique Magical
Implement
Magic Blade: This medium sized
longsword has the Magic and Keen
abilities. Although it functions like a melee
weapon, it is a Magical Implement that
requires proficiency with Magical
Implements.

Smoke: When an enemy is slain with the
sword, a nozzle on it's hilt begins to
smoke. A creature can inhale the smoke
from the nozzle as a part action, which will
temporarily, for one minute, give the user
Gut Magic and fill their Gut Magic
Reservoir as if they had just eaten 100lbs
of food.
Fog: A creature can empty their Gut
Magic Reservoir to create a fog over the
area that impairs the vision of everyone
within 20ft of the user. This fog does
remains for 10 minutes unless blown away
by wind.
Handkerchief of the Deadly Sneeze:
Small Unique Magical Implement
Sneeze: While this item is placed in front
of your face, and if you spit a bullet out of
your mouth, the bullet is launched as if
fired from an Ol' Faithful Pistol. A bullet
must already be in your mouth before
using this ability.
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New Crafts
This section includes new Runes that can
be used by enemies or allies or found by
the Westbounders.

New Runes
Restoration: This rune will return an item
to its previously unbroken state.
Primary: When this non-magical item
becomes partially broken, it will return to its
unbroken state over the next minute. Pieces
of the object will slowly float back at 5ft per
round and cement itself back to the original
object. At the end of the minute, the object's
new shape becomes the unbroken shape,
regardless of how or if it was repaired
properly.
Secondary: Nothing happens.
Frozen: This rune makes things cold.
Primary : This item is always cold, deals
Elemental damage, instantly freezes water,
and slows the speed of creatures hit by 20ft
for one round.
Secondary : This item is always cold, deals
elemental damage, slows the speed of
creatures who touch the rune by 10ft for one
round.
Tertiary : This item is always cold and can
be used to stave off the heat.

New Blacksmithing Options
Weapon Smith
Intuitive: This item is streamlined, and
can by those without proficiency in the item
as though they were proficient. This
increases the creation time by 32 hours.
Metal Shaper
Armor Spikes: You can put a spike on
virtually anything and transform it into a
simple Savage Weapon. Works well for
armor. This increases the creation time
by 32 hours.

Secret of Blacksmiths:
Glassblowing is a secret technique to
create deadly weapons. Glassblowing must
be learned, usually by being taught by a
Glassblower or finding a book on the
subject.
 lassblowing: Weapons can be created
G
out of glass on a Master Forge, and have
the Glass and Volatile Property. If the item
breaks, it shatters and is impossible to
repair by normal means. Producing glass
weapons require sand to be plentiful, and
removes the Steel requirement. This secret
has no other restrictions.
Glass: This item has three Hold'ems: King
of Spades, Queen of Hearts, and Jack of
Clubs. It breaks if it is used in an attack.
Volatile: This item breaks if it is dropped
or if its holder becomes wounded while it is
being held or stored in their backpack or
harness.
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New Enemies
Elite Breeds:
Many leaders or elite guards have special
abilities based on their Breed. This section
includes enemy options that can be used to
make more interesting enemy compositions
and create better challenges for players.
A Game Master can make an encounter
more difficult by transforming one or more
creatures into an Elite Race version of the
same creature. This can be chosen or
generated randomly by drawing a card from
the deck. When generating randomly, the
card's value determines the Breed and the
card's color determines which ability.
A: Elf
2: Ogre
3: Dwarf
4: Human
5: Halfling
6: Gnome
7: Orc
8: Goblin
K: Half Breed

Ace: Elves:
Red: Elven Echo Guard: These elves
have superior hearing, allowing them to
sense sounds up to 30ft away through
Echolocation, including breathing and
heartbeats. They have a vial of Shadows
Grasp which they use at the start of combat
to control the field, but if it is unused it can
be picked off of their body.
Black: Elven Magic User: These elves
have Spellcasting, drawing 6 mana at the
start of every day and are able to cast tier 1
& 2 spells. They also have an Orb of the
Arcane Assault, and will transform it at the
beginning of combat.
2: Ogres
Red: Ogre Brute: These ogres are
extremely bulky, and have 4 Base
Foundation. They are able to regenerate by
eating 100lbs of food and almost never start
combat without all of their Base Foundation.
Black: O
 gre Champion: These ogres
have four arms and are proficient with all
weapons, including magic implements.
Their inventory includes four small keen
blades, four demagogue pistols, and two
wooden shields which can defend from two
enemies at a time. When using all four arms
in an attack, the Champion has
multi-attack-3.
3: Dwarves
Red: Dwarven Skull Splitter: These
dwarves are able to swing a melee weapon
with such strength and vigor that they often
go right through armor. The Skull Splitter's
melee attacks have piercing.
Black: Dwarven Tremor Guard: These
dwarves can feel through the ground,
allowing them to sense objects up to 30ft
away through Tremorsense. They have a
vial of Shadows Grasp which they use at
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the start of combat to control the field, but if
it is unused it can be picked off of their
body.
4: Humans
Red: Survivor: These humans know how
to survive, and are quick to react to
changing situations. As a reaction, the
survivor can put a card into their Foundation
from their deck. This card must be of
sequential and of a lower value to the card it
is placed on top of, unless placed on Base
Foundation.
Black: Tactician: These humans are
tacticians, able to maneuver their allies into
a deadlier fighting force. The Tactician and
any of their allies within 30ft of the Tactician
have a Hold'em they can use on any attack.
5: Halflings
Red: High Roller: These halflings are
insanely lucky, and all attacks against them
suffer from a severe complication.
Black: Devourer: These halflings have gut
magic, and can eat a creature whole as if
using the Consume trait.
6: Gnomes
Red: Tinker: These gnomes carry a
Bonechewer weapon, with 100 bolts. When
they use the Bonechewer, draw the
Multiattack bonus before using a card for an
attack.
Black: Trickster: These gnomes create
illusions to distract, deter, and blind their
foes. Tricksters create illusions as if they
had the Illusory Scepter, often creating fake
allies on the field, or using illusionary walls
to hide their allies.

7: Orcs
Red: Destroyer: These orcs are powerful
savage attackers. They have two Hold'ems
that can only be used for their savage
attacks, and often carry a Bloodthirsty
Battleaxe and a Breaker's Bow.
Black: Zombie Blood Thief: These orcs
steal blood from the undead to empower
their attacks. The Blood Thief can track
their foes using Gut Sight, pinpointing any
creature or object with a caloric value within
30ft.
8: Goblins
Red: Spider Calvary: These goblins ride
on the back of Riding Spiders. Each Spider
and Goblin are coordinated, and able to
attack a single target twice. If the goblin is
killed, the Spider will enter into a rage,
continuing to fight even after being
wounded until it is exhausted.
Black: Alchemical Valkyrie: These
goblins have prepared Healing Drops for
battle. They have 5 Healing Drops at any
given time and can create more. During
combat, they will administer a Healing Drop
on their allies to bring them back into the
fight. If killed or captured, the Healing Drops
can be recovered off of their body.
9,10,Jack, Queen: No Value, Draw again.
King: Half Breed
 Wild Card: Choose or draw randomly for
two of the Elite race abilities, and this HalfBreed has both.
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Bestiary
This section contains the enemies used in
New Adventures quests.
Armed Civilian: Medium: 30ft: Hand Size 5
Foundation 1: Humanoid
Damage Type: Physical - Traits: Vigor,
Improvised Weapons: The civilians have
armed themselves with tools for melee
weapons with which they are not proficient.
Mob Mentality: Mobs are dangerous but
fickle, and they are quick to disperse to save
their own lives. Whenever an allied creature
is wounded, discard 10c. When armed
civilians become exhausted, they will
attempt to run away. If there are non-Armed
Civilians in the group, they can rally after the
Armed Civilians flee from combat.
Arsonist: Medium: 30ft: Hand Size 5
Foundation 1: Humanoid
Damage Type: Physical - Traits: Vigor,
Furtive, Coercion
O’l Faithful Pistol: The Arsonist has a
fistfull o’ bullets and a pistol, with a prime
range of 30ft - 90ft.
Fire Bomb: The Arsonist carries several
oil-filled jars which they throw at enemies
within 30ft, or 60ft with scatter. If the
Arsonist is wounded with deadly damage,
the jars explode and set the Arsonist on fire.
Pickpocket: Medium: 30ft: Hand Size 5
Foundation 1: Humanoid
Damage Type: Physical - Traits: Vigor,
Furtive, Coercion
Unarmed: The Pickpocket has no weapon,
and will only attack with an unarmed attack
or with an item they’ve stolen.
Thief: While within melee range, as an
action, the Pickpocket can use a Crown card
to steal an item off a target that is not in a
backpack or being held.

Cheat Death: This character can use the
Cheat Death reaction.
Gunslinger: Medium: 30ft: Hand Size 5
Foundation 1: Humanoid
Damage Type: Physical - Traits: Vigor, Poise,
Coercion
Tinkspark Trivolver: The Gunslinger has a
fistfull o’ bullets and a tinkered pistol that has
Multi-attack 1, with a prime range of 30ft 90ft. If the Gunslinger is Wounded, the pistol
is dropped and breaks.
Point Blank: Melee in considered prime
range for the Gunslinger.
Quickshot: The Gunslinger can use the
Quickshot reaction.
Troll Chest-Burster: Small: 20ft: Hand Size 2
Foundation 1: Monster
Damage Type: Physical - Traits: Vigor, Mettle
Claw Catch: As a reaction, when a creature
attempts to move past the Chest-Burster, it
can attempt a Grapple check on the passing
creature.
Withstand: These characters can discard
Diamond cards from their hand as a reaction
to reduce incoming damage.
Bandito Gecko: Small: 25ft: Hand Size 3
Foundation 1 : Beast
Damage Type: Physical - Traits: Poise, Vigor
Sticky Hands: The Bandito Gecko has a
climb speed of 25ft.
Small: The Bandito Gecko has a simple
complication from all attacks.
Thief: While within melee Range, the Gecko
can use a Crown card to steal an item off of a
target that is not in a backpack or being held.
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House Troll: Huge: 50ft: Hand Size 3:
Foundation 5: Monster
Damage Type: Physical - Traits: Vigor,
Mettle
Lumbering Smash: As an action, the Troll
smashes at a single creature, ignoring
armor complications. If the target is medium
or smaller in size and Lumbering Smash
deals damage, the attacked creature is
grabbed and grappled by the Troll.
Swinging Strike: The Troll swings wildly at
those smaller things below. As an action,
the Troll deals 5c to creatures within a 10ft
square adjacent to the Troll. Any grabbed
creature is included in the attack.
Throw: The Troll throws stones or people
at farther targets. As an action, the Troll
makes a ranged attack up to 50ft away, or
100ft with Scatter. If a character is thrown,
the attack deals equal damage to the
thrown character as it does to the target.

Thick Hide: The Troll has a thick and greasy
hide. It has a Severe armor complication and a
sensory complication.
Regeneration: The Troll naturally regenerates.
At the start of each turn, as long as the Troll has
not taken any elemental damage this round, the
Troll regains 1 base foundation up to its max.
Sunlight Sensitivity: Each round the Troll is in
the under direct sunlight, they take 5c damage,
and are turned to stone if this causes them to
become wounded.
House Armor: The house around the troll
provides armor against the sunlight. If targeted
specifically, damage to the house will act as
damage to the House Troll, if its skin is exposed
to sunlight. Unlike the troll, the house has no
defensive complications.
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New Friends and Allies:
Below are six new allies each of whom
body a different aspect of the West.
Westbounders will meet these characters
over the course of the New Adventures’
quests, and can appear in other quests as
familiar travelers.
Allies:
The Scarlet Knight
The Centaur Ranger
The Soothsayer
Dudo Cactustail
Wizard Apprentice
The Starry Night Cleric
The Scarlet Knight

The Scarlet Knight is a mysterious,
cut-throat mercenary. He is a medium sized
humanoid, but is completely covered in
heavy armor from head to toe. His armor is
shaped to make him appear like a lizard or
a wingless dragon, and no part of his skin
or eyes are visible.
The Scarlet Knight's identity is unknown,
and he only goes by Scarlet Knight. Many
have taken to calling him Scarlet or "Scar"
for short. Many share rumours that he is
actually a set of enchanted armor made
living, or a dragon in disguise.
The Scarlet Knight is greedy and plays by
his own rules, and is of the Ruler archetype.
He will fight alongside the Westbounders in
one instance, and against them the next if
there is a better pay involved. This makes
him a reliable ally, as the Westbounders will
always know that as long as they pay him
more than others, he will be on their side.
The Scarlet Knight can generally be found
at the Sheriff’s Station, often waiting for
new bounties to show up on the bounty
boards. He will often recruit Westbounders
to help him take down particularly tough
bounties.

Dudo Cactustail, the Salesman
The halfling named Dudo Cactustail is tall
for a halfling, with a black bowler hat, and a
black suit with a purple undershirt. He has a
black mustache and curly hair that leaps out
from under his hat.
Dudo carries two pouches, each filled with
50 steel cents, and wears black gloves which
hide rings on his fingers. These rings are
cheap steel that have been colored and
polished to look like gold and silver.
Dudo is clever and inventive, and is of the
Creator Archetype. He is always looking for
a way to make a fortune in the West, often
with strange but ill-advised enterprises. Dudo
will often ask Westbounders for help in
accomplishing his entrepreneurial schemes.
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Niaron: The Centaur Ranger
Niaron is a gun-slinging centaur, particularly
useful with a Sniper Rifle. He left his
travelling herd after a disagreement, and
now wanders the Snakes Bend wilds, taking
notes on new towns, reporting ghost towns,
and helping travelers as best he can.
Niaron is of the Warrior Archetype, he
cares deeply for all travelers of the west he
deems goodly or innocent. He is religious,
and very suspicious of omens and curses,
and thereby refuses to enter towns filled with
the dead.
Niaron is named after a fallen star, an angel
of Forjah who fell from the sky and disgraced
the heavens. When Niaron left his herd, he
took up the name of the fallen star as a
symbol of his own disgrace.
Niaron is hard to find, as he is usually out in
the wilds protecting the towns around
Snakes Bend, but if you’re in trouble you can
be sure that he’ll find you. Niaron will
occasionally ask Westbounders for help in
investigating ghost towns and help to save
people from the wilds.

Sunny, Cleric of the Night's Sky
Sunny is an old gnome cleric who wears
a black hood and robe that is littered with
tiny white stars, which each seem to give off
the faintest amount of light. He carries a
long wooden staff with a bulbous end that
reaches far over his head, and his long
white beard is tied to the top.
Sunny is blessed by the gods Deelug and
Forjah, and is a capable spellcasting and
ritual crafter. He is of the Innocent
Archetype and is jovial and mischievous,
often casting spells on people to teach them
lessons about life and justice, and collects
books even though he cannot read.
Sunny can be found in the Night’s Sky
church when needed for religious
counseling. He will often ask the
Westbounders for help in the battle between
good and evil.
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January Goldenlight, The Soothsayer
January is a teenage half-elf half-human
woman. The Soothsayer is a celestial titan
that can foresee the future and change it in
hopes of saving Cael from a dark and
terrible fate.
Every century, the Soothsayer sends
messages to a young girl who can become
her living avatar. The Soothsayer uses the
avatar to affect the future, generally by
advising heroes, adventurers, and most
recently Westbounders. When January
becomes the avatar, she loses her own will,
and her personality drastically changes from
that of a bubbly young girl to a smooth,
omnipotent titan.
The Soothsayer is of the Visionary
archetype, and she will often speak
cryptically or even lie if it gets the result she
wants. She rarely is able to fully answer
Westbounder’s questions, as the answers
could drastically affect the future.
The Soothsayer can be found in the Pools
of Eternity. She will often ask the
Westbounders to help save Cael and the
West itself.

Dran, The Wizard’s Apprentice
Dran the Blue is a human in his thirties,
who is well groomed, blonde, and wears a
powder blue robe that’s embroidered with
the symbol of a tower. He is generally calm
with a patient demeanor, but is prone to
angry outbursts if he believes he is being
insulted or taken advantage of.
Dran the Blue is apprenticing under an
elvish wizard. Although he began his
apprenticeship over 10 years ago, he is still
a low-level apprentice. His master’s
education is tuned for the long age of elves
and Dran has learned little during his
tutelage.
Dran’s master is a collector and crafter of
magical items, and for a price Dran is
usually willing to lend Westbounders those
magical items temporarily while his master
is away. He often warns them to return the
items right away, lest his master find out
and transform them both into goats.
Dran can usually be found at his master’s
tower. He will usually task Westbounders
with helping him find or create magical
items.
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Mapping in Westbound
ABCDF and NESW maps:
We're testing out a system of play that allows for an streamlined theater of the mind, especially
during combat. The maps are typically linear (ABCDF) or are limited to the domain of a compass
(NESW).
In linear maps, ABCDF relate to: (A) Adjascent to player, (B) Beside the player's current
location, (C) Center of the map, (D) Distant from the player's starting point, and (F) Furthest
away from the player's starting point.
Non-linear maps will typically use a compass directions to relay direction: (N) North, (E) East,
(S) South, and (W) West.
Some maps will have other locations, such as the Spruce Caboose which has the (H) engine
or "Head" of the train, and Harthholme which has the (H) Hotel.
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Small Encounters
 This supplement includes five small

encounters which can be used to lengthen
an adventure or used if the Westbounders
become sidetracked. They are each self
contained encounters that do not need to
relate to the larger adventure.
D
 uel At Noon: A Westbounder is
challenged to a duel at noon. If they do not
arrive, they are branded a coward, and the
title "Yellow Belly" follows them as they
become more famous.
 ireside Bounty: A Westbounder
F
recognizes someone from a local bounty
board, or has the bounty with them. He is
accompanied by three Elite Race
Gunslingers.
 ickpocket: A child steals something, a
P
chase through town ensues to catch the
child.
 nake Oil Salesman: This salesman is
S
selling a miracle elixir that doesn't work,
but he's willing to pay a Westbounder with
a sufficient skill-set to make it work.
 tagecoach Robbery: After committing a
S
crime, some men escape on horseback.
The law offers a reward to chase them
down and bring them to justice.

Duel At High Noon
 ynopsis: After offending a patron at the
S
Lucky Nugget Taproom, a Westbounder is
challenged to a duel.
 etup: This encounter can take place in
S
any town, and uses the Lucky Nugget
Taproom. The Westbounders stop by the
Lucky Nugget and trouble ensues.
 he Taproom: The Lucky Nugget
T
Taproom is surprisingly popular, despite its
cramped size. Originally a halfling
establishment, the Lucky Nugget was
bought for cheap by a dwarf duo who
brewed a superior dwarven whiskey. Now
this pint sized establishment is host to a
crowd of patrons, often so many that it is
impossible move to the front. A common
custom in this bar is to pass a silver coin to
the front and shout your order, and a host of
hands will drag the coin to the barkeep and
each shout the order again as they go,
eventually returning to the original
purchaser as a bottle of smooth whiskey
and an upside down glass.
It’s almost impossible to actually see the
layout of the Lucky Nugget due to the
crowds, however if it were ever emptied, a
patron would find a low, short 6ft tall ceiling,
a slender bar table at the end with rows of
bottles that climb up the wall, and a wooden
floor that has been stained a deep dark
brown by whiskey.
As the Westbounders enter the taproom,
they'll see others sending their orders
forward, and should be encouraged to do
the same. The taproom is filled to the brim
with patrons standing shoulder to shoulder,
and they too are squished in by patrons
who enter after. Directly ahead of them is a
tall, slender, male elf named Talon
Oakheart
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whose head is cocked to the side to avoid
the low ceiling, and is talking sweetly to a
shorter elf woman who shows great
disinterest in his coos.
 he Confrontation: Talon Oakheart
T
quickly becomes offended for one reason or
another. If the Westbounders order drinks,
he will take one thinking it is his, and he will
be offended if they claim he stole it. If the
Westbounders start to roughhouse or
attempt to push their way out of the
taphouse, they will knock into Talon and
spill his drink, causing him to become
offended. If nothing else, the elf girl will turn
to face the Westbounders and smile,
causing the Talon to become enraged and
offended.
After becoming offended, Talon will
demand to know the Westbounder's name,
and then immediately challenge the
Westbounder who caused his offence to a
duel. During the challenge, a hush will
befall the crowd and everyone will hear it. If
the Westbounders decline the duel, Talon
threatens to humiliate them, even offering
to "spit in their face," if that's what is
required. He demands a duel at noon the
next day, in front of the Taphouse, and
offers to let the Westbounder bring any
weapon they desire, and then storms out to
prepare for the duel.

The Standing Challenge: The entire town
quickly hears of the oncoming duel within
hours. If the Westbounder attempts to leave
before the duel is on, they are mocked by
the civilians, who make chicken noises and
calling them a yellow-bellied coward. It
should become clear to the Westbounder
that, if they skip the duel, their reputation
may be degraded and their titles turned to
insults.
If the Westbounder chooses to stay and
accept the duel, the town will treat them like
a courageous hero, with shops giving small
discounts, and with oodles of attention from
the opposite sex. An undertaker will come to
take the Westbounder's measurements for
their coffin.
If the Westbounders return to the Lucky
Nugget Taproom in the middle of the night,
they will find two wizards cleansing the area
of magic and indenting the ground with
cascading swirls. These wizards hope to
keep the duel fair and free from any
disturbances from foul magic or curses.
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 ombat: Talon Oakheart is a skilled gunC
fighter and former train-robber who has no
issues with killing. A Westbounder can
attempt to broker peace with Talon,
although he is prideful, uneducated, and
greedy.
Talon arrives at noon along with a small
crowd, and is both surprised and elated if
the Westbounder has arrived for their duel.
He will immediately take position 30ft away
from the Westbounder, and will commence
the duel after the Westbounder takes their
position. Talon will fight until the
Westbounder is wounded, but will not attack
someone who surrenders or drops their
weapon. If the combat is interrupted by
another Westbounder, the crowd will
respond with heckling and will also throw
stones.
Talon is a Gunslinger who is an Elite Elven
Echo Guard.
 he Aftermath: If the duel takes place,
T
regardless of who is wounded, a doctor will
emerge from the crowd and stabilize them.
If the Westbounders kill Talon after
wounding him, they'll be run off by the law
and a 10 silver bounty will be put on their
head. If Talon wins the duel, he will declare
that he is satisfied with the Westbounder
being wounded, and will leave the ground.
If the Westbounders chose to run away,
within a week they will be known as a
yellow-belly and a coward within a large
radius around the town as well as any
towns connected by the train line. This may
affect future pay, as well as how others see
them in the West.

Fireside Bounty

 ynopsis: The Westbounders find
S
themselves sharing a campfire with
someone that has a bounty on them.
 he Blood Dogs: There are four people at
T
the campfire. They are mercenaries that are
part of the organization known as the Blood
Dogs. They are currently hiding out from the
law after raiding a priest of the Dust God's
bullet depot, and they are waiting for their
organization to create new identities for
them.
The Blood Dogs are all well armed
gunslingers. Tthe leader is an orc named
Grinn Darkscar, and his three bodyguards
are elite breeds which should be
determined randomly.
 he Approach: While travelling in the
T
wilderness, the Westbounders are alerted
by a campfire, either by the fire's light during
the night or by smoke during the day. From
the distance, it can be determined that there
are four people around the fire.
The Westbounders are drawn to the area,
either for the warmth of the fire, the
possibility of food, or the necessity of
directions in the area.
The fire is small, three logs leaning against
one another and a gecko roasting over the
fire.
The Blood Dogs are cautious at first, but
quickly accept the Westbounders if they are
friendly. They know the area well, and are
willing to share the fire and food, with Grinn
saying he's become bored of his three
compatriots.

T
 he Bounty: After becoming familiar with
one another, one of the Westbounders will
discover that Grinn Darkscar has a bounty
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on him, either because they remember
seeing the bounty, because they have the
bounty with them, or because they see the
bounty in the backpack of one of the Blood
Dogs. The bounty on Grinn Darkscar is 50
Silver Dollars.
 The Confrontation: If confronted with the
bounty, Grinn will attempt to defuse the
situation without violence. He will either lie
and say that he is not actually Grinn but
Grinn's twin brother, or will attempt to bribe
the Westbounders with 10 Silver Dollars,
before finally threatening them and
demanding they leave or he'll kill them.
The Westbounders will have difficulty
getting a surprise round off on the Blood
Dogs, because the Westbounders will not
be able to openly speak about the bounty
without them becoming defensive. Similarly,
if the Westbounders break off and speak in
private, the Blood Dogs will be suspicious
and on guard.
 ombat: Grinn Darkscar is a Gunslinger
C
Leader, capable of rallying the Blood Dogs if
they become exhausted. Grinn's three allies
are each Elite Breed Gunslingers, and each
of them have a Demagogue Pistol to use in
close combat.

If the Westbounders start to lose the fight,
with several westbounders becoming
wounded, Grinn and his allies will ask them
to drop their weapons and surrender.
If the Westbounders start to win the fight,
with several Blood Dogs wounded, they will
attempt to surrender even before they
become exhausted, preferring capture to
death.
Aftermath: The Blood Dogs will do their
best to ensure that a maximum amount of
people survive.
If the Westbounders lose the fight, the
Blood Dogs will ride off into the sunset. The
Blood Dogs are experienced looters, and
will steal money, tinkered items, alchemical
items, runed items, and anything else that
they consider valuable from the
Westbounders that they can and escape.
If the Westbonders win the fight, they are
able to capture and detain the criminals until
they arrive at a town with a sheriff station.
The Sheriff will offer them 50 Silver Dollars
for Grinn, and another 5 silver for each one
of his allies. They will only pay 25 silver
dollars if Grinn is dead, and will not pay for
dead allies.
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Pick Pocket
Synopsis: The Westbounders are lured in
by a child in need, but are taken advantage
of, leading to a chase through the town.
The Setup: T
 he Westbounders are in a
small lively town. In an alleyway between two
shops they find a small child living in squalor.
The Child: Lucas Temlie is an elf, and
although he is 30 years old he still has the
body and mind of a 10 year old human. His
clothes are ragged and unwashed, and he
has long red hair.
Lucas has been on his own for many years,
often traveling from town to town and leaving
whenever the town becomes hostile. He was
abandoned by his parents and has trouble
trusting anyone, especially strangers. Even if
recruited he will eventually leave without
telling anyone.
The Pilfer: While traveling through the
small town, the Westbounders find the small
child living in rubbish in an alleyway between
two shops.
As the Westbounders pass, Lucas will lock
eyes with one of them for a moment. If the
Westbounders choose to enter the allyway,
Lucas will hold his hand out, expecting
money or food, meanwhile he will eye the
westbounders for valuables. Lucas can
speak, but he will remain silent if he can.
After finding where the Westbounder keeps
their money or an item of value, he will
attempt to steal it and run off with it. If he is
given food or money, he will attempt to hug
the donor and either pick their pockets, cut
their purse, or take a valuable item. After
securing the item, Lucas will run off; the
Westbounder will quickly discover a missing
item, beginning the chase.

The Chase: Once Lucas is discovered as a
thief, the Westbounders can begin to chase
him. With a surprise round, Lucas is able to
gain 30ft on the Westbounders, and with
knowledge of the town he is able to keep
turning corners to avoid any of the
Westbounders’ ranged attacks. Lucas has a
30ft headstart on the Westbounders, and
travels 50ft per round while rushing. If a
Westbounder can catch up to Lucas, the chase
can immediately end.
The chase with Lucas has three encounters
where he calls guards for assistance, closes a
door behind himself, and disappears into a
shop crossroads.
 alls the Guards: The boy calls for nearby
C
deputies for assistance, exclaiming simply
"Help!" The deputies immediately spring to
action, and assuming the Westbounders do not
have their weapons drawn, they will attempt to
grapple them as they pass. The Westbounders
can use coercion or blandish checks with a
Futile complication to allow them to get through,
otherwise the Guards will try and grapple them
as they pass with a Vigor contest.

Image
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 loses the Door: Lucas enters a building,
C
closes the door and locks it behind him. The
Westbounders will need to break open the
door with an Absurd Vigor or Demolisher
check, a Futile Furtive check to pick the
lock, or with a simple vigor or poise check to
go through the window and get in, however
going through the window will also deal 3c
damage with a King, Queen, and Jack
Hold'em.

Image

Image

Disappears: The boy quickly hides and
seems to disappear at a crossroads
between four shops. A blacksmith's shop
which appears to be filled with smoke, a
potter with many large jars and basins, a
general store that is packed tightly with
supplies, and a pawn shop that is small but
many stories tall.
A Hunting or Observance check with a
Severe complication can detect that the boy
has hidden in one of the large jars outside
the potter's shop. If the Westbounders all
leave the main square to enter the shops,
the boy will jump out of the pot and escape
undetected. If at least one Westbounder
stays in the crossroads, Lucas will
eventually come out of the pot and will be
caught.
Aftermath: If the Westbounders are
unable to catch Lucas, the money they were
keeping in the stolen bag is gone. If an item
was stolen, it will reappear in the local pawn
shop and will be full price.
If Lucas is caught, the Westbounder is
easily able to recover their item. Lucas will
apologize, and will continue to squirm while
in the clutches of the Westbounder. If the
Westbounders try to bring him to the sheriff,
he will inform the Westbounders that
thieves are punished by removing their
hands, and will ask for leniency from the
Westbounders.
If the Westbounders give over Lucas to the
sheriff, he will have his hands removed for
thievery.
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Snake Oil Salesman:
 ynopsis: This salesman is selling a
S
miracle elixir that doesn't work, but he's
willing to pay a Westbounder with a
sufficient skill-set to make it work. This
salesman is Dudo Cactustail if he has
already been introduced.

 he Setup: This encounter can be played
T
out in any place where there is people. A
small crowd has gathered around a large
cart where a salesman is proclaiming the
benefits of his snake oil miracle elixir.
Although the pitch is inspiring, the crowd
seems unsatisfied and unwilling to
purchase any of the snake oil, and
eventually the crowd disperses.
 he Salesman: If the Westbounders have
T
met Dudo Cactustail, then he is the
salesman in this scenario. Dudo Cactustail
is a halfling, and is tall for a halfling, with a
black bowler hat and suit with a purple
undershirt. He has a black mustache and
curly hair that leaps out from under his hat.
He carries two pouches, each filled with 50
steel cents, and wears black gloves which
hide rings on his fingers. These rings are
cheap steel that have been colored and
polished to look like gold and silver

If the Westbounders have not met Dudo,
or Dudo has died, the Salesman is a
mustached goblin named Zip Thunderclasp,
who is similarly well dressed and well
mannered.
 he Pitch: If the Westbounders approach
T
the Salesman, he will introduce himself and
offer his miracle elixir for a meager 10 steel
coins. He will admit that the benefits of the
elixir are less potent than advertised, and
that it cannot grant perfect accuracy,
herculean strength, or cure baldness.
The Salesman will notice the strengths of
the Westbounders, and will attempt to
persuade them into assisting him in selling
more elixirs. If they're willing to put on a
show displaying the benefits of the elixirs,
he's certain he could sell more of them, and
offers to split the profits with them fifty-fifty.
If this is Dudo, he will explain that he is
trying to raise money for a local church that
is trying to replace a stolen tower bell.
If the Westbounders agree, he will identify
their skills, such as Poise, Vigor, and Mettle,
and prepares a challenge for each
Westbounder that fits their proficiency.
Before allowing them to enter the challenge,
he makes certain that they each can act.
Each Westbounder who is taking part in the
challenge must make a Performance or
Blandish check with a Severe complication,
or be deemed too poor an actor to fool the
crowd.
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Once the Westbounders are ready, he tells
them to leave and return in five minutes
while he gathers another crowd.
The Challenge: Once the Westbounders
return, they find that another small crowd
has formed around the salesman cart. Once
they meld with the crowd the salesman will
call out for volunteers, and will specifically
choose the Westbounders one by one. After
one has come onto the stage, he will offer
them an elixir to drink, and allow them to
participate in a challenge of Poise, Vigor, or
Mettle.
 hallenge of Poise: A tightrope has been
C
stretched across the stage. With a Futile
Poise check, a Westbounder can cross from
one side to the other without falling.
 hallenge of Mettle: Metal weights are
C
strapped to the Westbounder one by one,
until 300lbs are placed on them. With a
Futile Mettle check, the Westbounder can
withstand all of the weight without
collapsing.
 hallenge of Vigor: Two more volunteers
C
are called from the crowd and asked to try
and pin the Westbounder. With a Futile
Vigor check the Westbounder is able to pin
them instead.

 he Aftermath: For every challenge
T
succeeded, the Salesman sells 25 elixirs. If
a Westbounder succeeds a with a Hopeless
Check on a challenge, it sells an additional
25 elixirs. If any cheating is suspected for a
challenge, no elixirs are sold for that
challenge.
The salesman will admit that he jacked up
the prices to a silver per elixir, and will give
the Westbounders their half as agreed. If
the Salesman is Dudo, he will bashfully ask
for their half to help pay for the church bell,
but will understand if they want to keep the
silver.
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Stagecoach Robbery:
 ynopsis: After committing a crime, some
S
men escape on horseback. The victim asks
the Westbounders to chase down the
thieves and get back their valuables.
 he Setup: This encounter can take place
T
in a town or in the wild, with five men
robbing a stagecoach. The stagecoach itself
has as many horses as Westbounders,
allowing them to each take a horse and start
the chase.
 he Crime: The Westbounders are given
T
little time to contemplate the situation. A
gunshot warns the Westbounders of a
nearby threat, and by the time they arrive on
the scene they'll find that a man in his
stagecoach is being robbed by four thieves.
They each secure a chest to their horse and
ride off. The entire encounter is lightning
quick, and its clear to the Westbounders
that these are professional criminals.
The victim cries out for help, noticing the
well-armed Westbounders. He shouts for
them to take up chase using the horses
from the stagecoach, telling them to hurry
and that they will be rewarded. If the
Westbounders attempt to negotiate, he will
become hysterical, and remind the
Westbounders that the criminals are getting
away.
The Chase: Unlike other chases, this
chase is on horseback and allows the
Westbounders to go at full speed without
using their action. This chase is a combat
scenario in addition to being a chase, and
Westbounders should be encouraged to
use any means necessarily to stop the
thieves. The Westbounders and Criminals
will always be 60ft apart unless something
gives

them a bonus to speed. While at full speed,
horses give ranged attacks a Tough
Complication.
 hase Kickoff: Round 1. The Criminals
C
notice the Westbounders take chase after
them, but hope to knock them back with
gunfire first. For this round they all attack,
making sure to give Foundation to the
horses that are in the line of sight of the
Westbounders.
The Firewall: Round 2. One of the
criminals throws down liquid fire to block the
path of the Westbounders. This is a mixture
of oil, alcohol, and alchemist's fire which
spreads in a 30ft area, catching nearby
brush or buildings aflame. The
Westbounders can choose to go around it
and lose 30ft, or perform a Wrangling check
with a Severe Complication to drive their
horse through the flames. The fire deals no
damage if a horse is able to gallop through
the flames.
The Summoner: Round 3. One of the
thieves has the Summoner trait, and uses it
to summon a Spider Queen directly behind
himself. The Queen is surprised and scared
by the unexpected teleportation, and
quickly attacks any Westbounders that get
too close to her. The Westbounders can
choose to go around the Queen, losing
another 30ft, or drive through her and
invoke an attack from the queen, who deals
5c damage and poisons the first
Westbounder to get too close. The Queen
cannot attack more than once per round,
and she will take a defensive stance and
will run away if she gets the opportunity.
The Split: Round 4. The criminals have
had enough and choose to split up. The
criminals throw down vials of Shadows
Grasp and in the smoke they each go a
different direction. The Westbounders must
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choose which Criminal they want to follow,
but must choose without consulting with one
another. The Game Master can achieve this
by having each Westbounder privately
whisper which Criminal they want to chase.
If a Westbounder chooses to change which
Criminal they are chasing at this time, they
lose another 30ft.
Final Moments: Round 5. The horses start
to become exhausted. The Westbounders
must perform a Wrangling contest with the
criminals they are chasing. If the Criminal is
already 120ft away from them, they escape.
If they are over 60ft away, the Criminal has
advantage on the check. If the Westbounder
wins the Wrangling contest, they are able to
catch up to the criminal, allowing them to
continue the fight until either the
Westbounder or Criminal surrenders. If the
Criminal wins the Wrangling contest, the
Criminal is able to get away as the
Westbounder's horse collapses from
exhaustion.

The Aftermath:
For each Criminal the Westbounders are
able to subdue, they are able to collect a
chest that was stolen from the stagecoach.
Inside each of the four chests is 25lbs of
Swamp Feed split into 5lb bars. If the
Westbounders choose to return the chests
to the victim, he reveals himself to be a
blacksmith, who intended to forge weapons
from them. As a reward, he pays them 20
silver dollars per chest returned, and invites
them to his forge if they ever find rare
materials they want to transform into
weapons.

New Quests
There are three new adventures: The
Butcher of Snakes Bend, The Necromancer,
and The Soothsayer.
Familiar Travelers:
This quests introduces several characters
who will periodically appear in other
adventures. If an encounter has a Familiar
Travelers section, you can use it to add in
characters from previous guests into the
encounter.
 uests:
Q
The Butcher of Snakes Bend
The Westbounders enter into recently
deserted towns and attempt to discover the
source of the ghost towns demise.
The Necromancer?
The Westbounders are chasing down a
bounty, who is supposedly a Necromancer.
The Soothsayer
The Westbounders search for a missing
girl with an epic destiny.
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1st Butcher Image

The Butcher of
Snakes Bend
Synopsis: The Westbounders are tasked
by Niaron, the Centaur Ranger, to enter
and investigate a few ghost towns to
investigate them. He would go himself, but
he’s superstitious and will never enter a
town he thinks is a graveyard. He will
instead provide cover with his rifle. Through
each town, the Westbounders will piece
together the mystery surrounding the
sudden disappearance of several towns’
populations in the Snakes Bend area.
The Real Story:
A halfling has gotten his hands on a Troll
arm and, noting its magical regeneration, is
using it as an infinite slab of meat. He has
been cutting off slices and selling them as
steaks in several towns.

However, the meat regenerates in the
stomachs of the people who ate it, which
kills the host as the Trolls emerge. The
mystery of what is killing these towns is
slowly unveiled, until they encounter the
Butcher in Harthholme.
Hook:
The sheriff of Snakes Bend has assigned
the Westbounders to Niaron, the Centaur
Ranger, to investigate Butterhaven, a small
town which Niaron believes to be
"Ghosted."
The city's manpower is currently occupied,
and he is willing to pay them 5 silver dollars
each for every day of work. If the
Westbounders are indebted to the sheriff,
on parole for a crime, or are bleeding
hearts, the sheriff will use that to extort
them to work for a lower wage.
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2nd Half Butcher Image

Niaron: The Centaur Ranger
Niaron is a gun-slinging centaur,
particularly useful with a Sniper Rifle. He left
his travelling herd after a disagreement, and
now wanders the Snakes Bend wilds, taking
notes on new towns, reporting ghost towns,
and helping travelers as best he can.
During the adventure, Niaron will act as a
cohort, attacking enemies from afar with his
rifle. Although he may not be visible, he is
always within the Prime Range of his
enemies with his rifle. During the
Westbounders’ turn, they can play an attack
for Niaron from their hand in addition to
their own.
Niaron is of the Warrior Archetype and he
cares deeply for all travelers of the West he
deems goodly or innocent. He is religious,
and very suspicious of omens and curses,
and thereby refuses to enter towns filled
with the dead. Niaron often conscripts

Westbounders from Snakes Bend to help
investigate ghost towns.
Niaron is named after a fallen star, an
angel of Forjah who fell from the sky and
disgraced the heavens. When Niaron left his
herd, he took up the name of the fallen star
as a symbol of his own disgrace.
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Butterhaven
What Happened: The Trolls gestated in
the townsfolk, eventually killing and eating
them. These Trolls then died in the
sunlight, destroying houses as they tried to
get in, and leaving only stone and blood
stains behind. Only one troll remains now,
who gestated in a house and regrew to fill
it, and is waiting for dusk to escape.
Town Description:
The town of Butterhaven is a short row of
buildings that stretch from West to East.
The town appears to be in ruins and seem
to have been recently attacked.
As you enter into the town, adjacent to
the painted wooden signs that greet you are
collapsed stone buildings. Based on the
destruction, it appears as though a stone
boulder fell on the house, as the house is a
mix of broken stone and debris, some of
which remains in one piece.

A

B

C

Beside the stone buildings is a large
wooden structure that may have once been
a trading post or tower. It appears as
though it was once quite tall, but now lies
crumpled on the ground, leaving wooden
boards and splinters all along the road that
obstruct your path. The structure has
collapsed on and destroyed the weak
thatched roof of the home on its south side.
At the Center of town is one of the few
standing buildings, a wooden house without
any foundation. It sits slightly slanted across
another 15ft wooden hovel that has been
completely burnt out.
On the Distant side of the town is a stable
with tall wooden walls that have been
burned, with the roof collapsed inside.
On the Far side of town is a wooden
bridge that connects the two sides of a
small gorge across a gently flowing stream.

D

F
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Exploring the Town.
(A) The dirt is pink with streaks long
dried blood.
(B) The debris from the tower creates a
rough terrain of broken wood and
equipment. If explored further, the
Westbounders may find a torn poster with
the incomplete words “Magifice- M-”.
(C) The house is dark with its doors and
shutters closed tightly. When the house is
entered or shutters opened, the light turns
the creature inside partially to stone.
(D) Several large piles of stones lie
broken among debris of the collapsed
wooden roof. Parts of the stone look like
muscle upon close inspection.
(F) Underneath the bridge is a Troll that has
been turned to stone. The bridge was too
thin to hide his whole body from the sun.

Combat:
The Troll inside the small house will be
roused if any part of it is exposed to
sunlight. It will rise up, bringing the house
with it, and will use the house like a poncho
to protect itself from the sun. From certain
angles, it may look like the players are
fighting the house itself.
The Troll’s regeneration will have players
hard pressed to defeat the monster, but
they will learn that destroying the house to
reveal its skin to the sunlight is a better
option. If the Troll becomes exhausted, he
will rally once; reshuffling the cards back
into his deck. If the troll becomes exhausted
again, he will attempt to sit down, breaking
the house around him and exposing him to
the sunlight.
Niaron will fire upon the House Troll after
the first round, once he understands what’s
happening and become a Cohort for the
players.

Once defeated, the house should fall
apart, leaving the Troll exposed to sunlight
and transforming into stone, generally falling
apart into rubble.
Aftermath:
Niaron discovers wagon tracks
heading north from town, and figures
that it’s their best lead to figure out how
these Trolls ended up here.
The Westbounders are able to take a
breather while traveling to the next town.
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New Tarrendale
This dwarf town is impossible to find
without the Centaur Ranger. Within the flat
badlands sits a large stone door that lies flat
like a cellar entrance, and leads to a small
dwarvish mining community through stone
stairways. When the Westbounders arrive,
they find several bodies which have no
apparent wound or injury, but which are
baking in the desert sun.
What Happened: Everyone in town ate the
meat sold by the Butcher. After several
hours, the creatures grew to a size too large
for their stomachs, which ended the lives of
the townsfolk. Some fled the town, believing
it was toxic gas, which they were more used
to as miners, so many died out in the
badlands.

Town Description:
The Northern entrance is a short hallway
that is flanked on one side by a trading post
and a saloon on the other.
At the center of this small community is a
humble market, set around a statue of a
dwarf that is still being carved. The vendor's
mats and wooden stalls create a small
maze of weak materials
Glittering stones along the South-most
wall reflect sparkling blue lights from of the
dusking sun. A small deposit of sapphires
dot the southern wall, with two small stores
built into the natural stone on each side.
All along the West side are homes and
stairs built into the natural stone walls.
The east side is laden with pitted stone
walls, broken stones, and pickaxes.

Exploring the Town
(N): Dead bodies line the streets and the
inside of the saloon and trading post. The
Trading post on the western wall is filled
with mining and exploring equipment which
could be pilfered from the dead. Likewise,
the saloon, named the Baron's Burrow, has
a long bar of empty glasses and bottles of
whiskey lining the walls. Entering the
trading Post will ring a loud bell from atop
the door. On the door of the saloon is a torn
poster that looks like it was glued on in a
hurry, as it’s slanted. The poster reads an
incomplete sentence: “Magnificent Me-” and
has the image of a hand holding onto a
wand.
(C): The marketplace that sits at the center
of town is a small open market that
obstructs the direct path through it. One or
two bodies lie dead on the ground.
Westbounders willing to use an attack to
clear through the market can move through
without being obstructed.
(S): The sapphire-encrusted south wall is
littered with mining equipment, and a
handful of small sapphires are still within the
chunks of the broken stone. Westbounders
can attempt to pick Sapphires out of the
walls or rubble, acquiring one for every hour
they spend mining.
(W): A few of the homes made into the
walls have open doors and windows, and
the stairs rise up 10ft with no guard rails.
The homes of the dead have some small
amount of trinkets and steel currency.
(E): The east side is empty, with low walls,
rubble, and some mining equipment.
Combat:
If the Westbounders attempt to steal,
either by entering the trading Post or by
mining sapphires from the southern wall,
the Troll Chest-Bursters will erupt from the
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bodies of the dead. Unless a Westbounder
have already drawn, this will cause a
surprise round. The Chest-Bursters will not
have the time to make an attack, only to
escape from the bodies and position
themselves for the next
round, as well as laying down

S

an ante and Foundation.
Seven Chest-Bursters appear
from all around.
At the start of the second
round, the Westbounders will
begin to hear gunfire from
outside, and see some of the
outside bodies appear to be
crawling their way in, so

E

another five Chest-Bursters
arrive, each dragging the
body of the person they infest
above them for cover from the
sunlight.
If the Chest-Bursters
become exhausted, they
skitter into the rubble and
various rooms, and the
Westbounders can take an
extra hour to find and kill
them in their various hiding
places.

C

N

Niaron is able to fire on the Chest-Bursters
if they come back outside, but otherwise is
no help.
Familiar Travellers:
As the Westbounders arrive,
they will see a traveller in the
distance coming towards the
town from Snakes Bend. They
cannot be certain if the stranger
is heading towards New
Terrandale or not, but if they
choose to wait an hour, the
traveler will arrive in the town.
If the Westbounders have met
the Apprentice Wizard, then he

W

is the traveller, and has come in
search of Sapphires which he
believes to be crystallized
mana. He was expecting to
trade for them, but is more than
willing to take them from the
fallen town. He has brought with
him his master’s Gloves of
Power and an Alchemical bag,
and will stuff whole slabs of
sapphire-studded rock into the
bag to be separated later.
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If the Westbounders have met the Scarlet
Knight, then he is the traveller, and is
looking to loot the area of sapphires. He will
use bullets and a hammer to create
controlled explosions to loosen sapphires
from the wall and pocket them.
If the Westbounders have met both, they
are travelling together, with the Scarlet
Knight hired to protect the Apprentice
Wizard, and is being payed in sapphires.
If the Westbounders have met neither, the
travellers are two lost strangers who are in
search of civilization.
The Aftermath
Niaron will insist you bring the remains of
the Troll remains into the sunlight before the
sun sets and they regenerate overnight. He
also points out that the cart seems to be the
connection to the Troll attacks, and
suspects it may be a witch or some sort of
strange disease being passed on. He notes
the cart is heading north, and that the three
day travel to the next town Hartholme, and
that they might beat the cart there if they
hitch a ride on the daily train heading the
same direction around the mountain.
The Westbounders are not able to take a
breather while traveling to the train, as they
are too rushed to catch the train to catch
their breath.

The Spruce Caboose
The Caboose is a spacious, romantic train
that is designed for expedient travel around
the mountain, with little thought made for
extended visits. The train is roomy, with an
on-board saloon and comfortable lounges.
Occupied largely by bald, beardless
dwarves who staff and operate the train,
the Spruce Caboose has a heavier than
usual load tonight, with several unoccupied
storage cars carrying stone, as it chugs
through the cold mountain air. The interior
is lit with oil lamps, and each car is 15 ft
wide, with a 5ft gap between each which
requires going outside.
Mounting the Train:
The Centaur Ranger suggests arriving on
the back of the train in one of the larger
storage cars, but the players can arrive in
the main area if they would like. The
darkness of the night makes it difficult for
the guards to spot the Westbounders, and it
is a Tough Vigor Complication to mount the
train. If a Westbounder fails the check, they
still mount the train but must discard 10
cards as they exhaust themselves from the
effort.
If they choose to enter a storage car, they
find large marble slabs packing the cars
tightly, and have an uneventful trip where
they can take a short rest.
If they choose to enter the train, they will
find a calm and sleepy crowd. The dwarf
guards are drinking in the saloon and have
forgotten who is supposed to be on the
train, and if accused for being stowaways
the barman is quick to cover for the
Westbounders and offer a few drinks at full
price.
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Train Description:
At the Head of the train is the engine room,
with a boiler and large piles of coal that are
being shoveled into the furnace by a pair of
surly dwarves. Vents lead into a large
whistle that is secured with steel beams into
the train.
Adjacent to the engine room is a storage
car for both the engine and the personal
effects of the train's staff. A large pile of coal
is piled high in the center of the car, and
steel lockers line the sides, but are tightly
shut by padlocks.
Beside the storage car is a large empty
room that is piled with empty cots
surrounded by a warm central fire.
The central car is a lively saloon, with large
tables and a bar that's fully stocked with
bottles that clink as the train shakes. A
game of "Liar's Deck" is being played by an
orc hustler and his gnome assistant. The
bartender is a young dwarf with long red
muttonchops.
The lounge has warm, cushioned seats
that face each other in groups of four.
Candles on stone bases assist the lamps
that light the room, and fill the car with the
smell of brandy. The room is empty, save
for one aging bard that sleeps in the corner,
whose snores occasionally coincide with the
compression of the accordion he grasps.
The seating area is tightly packed with
uncomfortable wooden benches and is
barely lit. Although designed for at least 20
people, the car is empty. From the window
of the door to the rear of the train, it is clear
that the next car cannot be accessed from
this car.
While investigating the Train:
(H) A pair of dwarves handle the engine
room alone, and are replaced every few

hours so that they can rest. All areas past
the saloon are off limits to non-staff, and
Westbounders will be forced back to the
saloon car if they made it here. A secret
switch will sound a whistling alarm to the
other dwarf staff in case the train is under
attack.
(A) The 10 lockers in the storage room can
be busted or picked opened, but there are
very few valuables found inside.
(B) This room is clearly designed for the
staff to sleep, and nothing else. It is empty
with no belongings.
(C) The gnome will offer a game with the
Westbounders after taking the orcs money.
If they accept the gnome's offer, he will play
a few games with them, but he will not tell
them how to play and withdraw if he begins
to lose. If they do not, the orc will instead
invite them to play, suggesting that the loser
should should buy a round of drinks. He will
teach the Westbounders how to play, chat
about the area, and will play for steel coins,
and will often lose. He will also take an
enchanted axe from his belt and dig it into
the table, threatening to use it against
cheaters. He is willing to play for the
enchanted axe, but will demand at least 10
silver dollars per player. If accepted, he will
stop losing and try his hardest to win. The
axe has only a minor enchantment, allowing
it to deal Magic damage and to glow a very
dim purple.
(D) The sleeping bard is legitimately
sleeping, but can be woken by excessive
talking or if forced awake. He is heading
towards the city above the redwoods, and
can offer a song or some information about
the area of coaxed.
(F) The car for extra seating is legitimately
empty, left on by mistake and not worth the
extra effort to detach it.
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Beside the preacher is a large building that
plumes with smoke, a sign reading
“Hearthholme Glassworks.” Two large
windows show the glowing insides of a
forge, and the walls are lined with all
manner of savage weapons made of glass.
A heavily scarred man can be seen in the
glowing room pulling and shaping glass into
a long spearhead.
At the center of town, directly in front of the
hotel, is a single covered carriage, which
can be seen in the reflection of the
blacksmith’s window. The side of the
carriage reads, in fresh paint, "Magnificent
Meats," and illustrates a halfling wizard
conjuring a nugget of steak.
Directly across from the center of town, the
hotel door is open, and the clinking of
glasses and low conversations are heard
from within its doors. Inside, a small halfling
is quietly speaking to a elven seductress
under low candlelight, and an orc tends bar.
On the south side of the hotel is a rising
staircase that leads to the various
accommodations.

Aftermath:
There isn't a fight here, unless the
Westbounders start one. They are able to
dismount the train at the next stop, and can
reach Harthholme before dawn.
The Westbounders are able to take a
Short Rest while traveling to the next town.

Harthholme
A larger town, Harthholme has tall
buildings with lanterns still lit well into the
night. The town is tightly packed, and the
road curves around the large hotel in the
center of town.
Town Description:
Adjacent to the entrance is a large crate
that is being used as a platform for an old,
tired human preacher, who shouts at the
Westbounders as they pass by with
premonitions of doom and destruction, not
only upon them but upon the town itself.
Small houses and shops line the street,
each with their doors firmly shut and locked.
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On the distant side of town is a large
church with a high belltower that signifies
the worship of Deelug. A garden surrounds
the front of the church, and seems to be
used as a burial ground, with high
tombstones dotting the area.
On the far end of town, a seedy saloon sits
by an unguarded gate that exits the town.
Large empty barrels litter the area outside
the front door.
Exploring the Town:
(A) If interacted with, the preacher says
nothing relevant, and only antagonizes the
Westbounders.
(B) The glassworks shop is locked and isn't
accessible from the outside. Nothing
relevant is found by investigating further.
The scarred blacksmith seems too
engrossed in his work to pay attention to the
Westbounders.
(C) The cart is covered by wood, with a large
door that leads into the back, which is
unlocked. Inside is a small furnace, a bed,
some halfling necessities, and a large chest.
The chest is locked, but can be broken into
to reveal a large troll arm that is strapped
down. The arm will lunge for a Westbounder,
but is unable to break the restraints. The
halfling will run out and confront anyone who
breaks in or attempts to untie the horse if he
sees them.
(H) The halfling and elf are speaking
sweetly, and the occasional mention of
"steak" is overheard to those paying
attention. The barman eyes the halfling, as
well as anyone who enters the hotel. The
barman knows that the halfling owns the
cart outside. The Westbounders can choose
to confront the halfling here.
(D) The church is closed at this time of
night, and nothing is found by investigating
further.

(F) Though the windows are boarded up
and the door is locked, whispers and dim
candlelight is weakly oozed from the cracks
in the walls. A small group of bandits are
inside, and will attack if anyone attempts to
break in.

The Halfling:
The halfling is named Dudo Cactustail and
is tall for a halfling, with a black bowler hat
and suit with a purple undershirt. He has a
black mustache and curly hair that leaps out
from under his hat. He carries two pouches,
each filled with 50 steel cents, and wears
black gloves which hide rings on his fingers.
These rings are cheap steel that have been
colored and polished to look like gold and
silver. He has a small satchel that contains
various cloaks. These cloaks are his
investment, and he has spent all of his silver
earnings to purchase them. Each has a
minor enchantment that allows the owner to
add 1c from their deck to their Ante at the
beginning of each battle.
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The Confrontation:
The halfing is entirely unaware of the
situation he has caused, and was only trying
to make money in a way he thought was
clever or innovative. He tells the
Westbounders that he found the arm of the
slain beast crawling two nights ago and
captured it to sell to an orc, but quickly
realized he could make a profit from selling
slabs of meat. He had no idea that the troll
meat would kill its host. He apologizes, and
is willing to make amends.
During the confrontation, people begin to
gather outside the hotel, and soon the
church bell begins to ring. One patron of the
seedy saloon at the edge of town recently
vomited a Troll finger and made the
connection to the Troll meat he was sold.
They quickly form a mob and seek revenge
on the halfling, starting by overturning his
cart.
The halfling, afraid for his life, will beg for
mercy from the Westbounders. He offers
them magic items if they protect him or help
him escape the town. If the Westbounders
accept his offer, there will be a fight; if not,
he will be taken by the crowd and hanged,
and his belongings stolen by the townsfolk.
Combat:
The crowd is largely unarmed, and simply
firing a gun into the air will make most of
them disperse. Armed individuals will take
cover: (A) Two behind the large crate, (B)
Three inside the forge, (C) Two behind the
Meat Cart, (D) Three behind the
gravestones, and (F) Two behind the empty
barrels. Enemies do not join the fight until
they are visible, adding their Base
Foundation once they are seen. Each is
using an Ol' Faithful pistol, and the enemies
at (A) and (F) each have a Molotov cocktail
made from a whiskey bottle.

Niaron is able to attack any enemy that is
not blocked by the hotel. If the enemies
become exhausted, they retreat into their
homes.
Aftermath:
The Westbounders spend the rest of the
day on the Spruce Caboose as it makes its
way around the mountain and returns them
to Snakes Bend. The Sheriff pays them 10
Silver Dollars each for the two day
excursion.
If the players save the halfling, he offers
them each a Cloak of Action, which adds 1c
to the that character's Ante at the start of
combat. If taken back to Snakes Bend, he is
briefly imprisoned, and if let loose, he
travels around the mountain trying to make
the world better.
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Necromancer 1st

The Necromancer?
Synopsis
The Westbounders are hunting a
supposed Necromancer within the town of
Snakes Bend during a parade. They are
hired by the Scarlet Knight to help find the
necromancer, and after clearing a tower
and graveyard, they chase the suspect
through the town to his house.
Hook
The Westbounders are contracted by the
Scarlet Knight to assist him in finding a
"Necromancer" in Snakes Bend.
The Real Story
The Scarlet Knight keeps most of the
information to himself, saying only that they

are going after a necromancer who has just
stolen the body of a recently deceased
person for nefarious purposes. The Scarlet
Knight pays up front with a bag of 50 Silver
Dollars. The family of the deceased girl
have put up a prize to anyone who can
return the body. The Scarlet Knight,
however, only intends to rob the rich dead
woman of a magic item on her body, which
is why he is willing to pay so much for help
in defeating what he thinks is a
necromancer, but is actually a deviant.
The Parade:
During this night, a parade is being held
to commemorate the Princess’s arrival in
the west some 15 years ago. The parade
includes lots of fireworks, and most firearms
will go unnoticed and will be assumed to be
part of the festivities.
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Necromancer 2nd

The Scarlet Knight:
The Scarlet Knight is mysterious,
cut-throat mercenary. He is a medium sized
humanoid, but is completely covered in
heavy armor from head to toe. His armor is
shaped to make him appear as a lizard, or a
wingless dragon, and no part of his skin or
eyes are visible. The Scarlet Knight's
identity is unknown, and he only goes by
Scarlet Knight. Many have taken to calling
him Scarlet or "Scar" for short.
In combat, the Scarlet Knight has the
gunslinger statistics, and uses two holy
blades in addition to his firearms. He is
focused solely on defense, while his holy
blades float and attack independently. While
within 30ft of an enemy, a Westbounder can
use the Scarlet Knight as a cohort and
make an attack with one of his six floating
blades, each of which have the keen
property. Scarlet Knight cannot attack the
same opponent twice in the same turn.

The Necromancer:
A small chubby goblin with an eye patch
over his right eye is the quarry of the Scarlet
Knight. However, he is not actually a
Necromancer. The Scarlet Knight
misunderstood the sheriff when he said that
there was a bounty on "Someone stealing
and romancing the dead." Even with the
confusion of "Nec-Romancer," the Scarlet
Knight is still able to find the target with the
help of the Cleric.
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The Cleric's Tower
A contact of the Scarlet Knight, an old,
gnome cleric named Sunny lives in an open
bell tower in town. The Scarlet Knight informs
the Westbounders that the Gnome is a cleric
of some renown, and is capable of some
miracles. He says that, due to a curse, he is
unable to speak in the presence of the Cleric,
so they will have to do the talking. He tells the
Westbounders to ask the cleric for any advice
or miracles he can provide, and that he will
owe him one. He also suggests they bring up
that they are hunting a Necromancer, which is
the will of the god Deelug. The cleric is seen
outside the bell tower as they arrive.
Sunny, Cleric of the Night's Sky
The gnome cleric wears a black hood and
robe that is littered with tiny white stars, which
each seem to give off the faintest amount of
light. He carries a long wooden staff with a
bulbous end that reaches twice his height,
and his long, white beard is attached to the
very end of the staff.
Sunny cast a silence spell on the Scarlet
Knight for not telling him his identity, told him
that "If you aren't going to say it, you might as
well not say anything at all." The gnome will
often chuckle at this memory. While the
Scarlet Knight is in his presence, Sunny will
often make jokes at his expense.
Conversation with Sunny
Sunny understands the situation
immediately, and has a ritual that can solve
their problem and find the necromancer. In
return, he wants them to clear his tower of a
local gecko infestation. He claims that the
geckos are too mischievous for him to deal
with, and that if they can handle his problem
while he prepares the ritual, that he will do it
for no charge.

The Bell Tower Banditos:
The Cleric explains the inside of the tower to
the Westbounders in some detail. He also
explains that there are several magical items
within the tower, and although they can use
them to free the tower, they cannot keep them.
He explains that he will account for them, and if
any are not present, he will not assist them.
The tower has many stairs that crawl along the
outside of the tower, with the eastern stair
always leading up and the western stair leading
down.
There is and empty space in the center of the
bell tower on every floor to accommodate the
bell and allow it to be rung. A rope runs down
this space from the bell all the way to the
bottom of the tower.
Adjacent to the outside is the Chapel, a small
room for ceremonies. There is a stairway to the
right of the door that winds the outside of the
tower, and leads to the next level. The chapel
includes a few long pews and a tall altar with a
short stool behind it.
The Book Room is directly above the chapel.
The room is a library lined wall to wall with
books with no obstructions otherwise. The stairs
leading upstairs were shattered long ago, and
he has replaced them with a horizontal ladder
The Cleric's Chambers are the above the
library, with a bed, desk, chair, and a number of
magical items on display.
Deelug's bell is indoors and sits at the top of
the tower. There is no standard way to get to it,
except to climb the rope. The Cleric typically
casts Levitate on himself to reach that floor on
the rare occasion he needs to.
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Exploring the Tower:
The Cleric forgot to add some information,
which is why there are some differences. At
any point, a Westbounder can climb the
rope at half their normal speed, but needs
to succeed on a Vigor check with a Severe
complication to make any progress, and fall
if they fail a Simple complication, taking #c
damage, where # is the distance up the
rope divided by 10ft. The bell will ring at the
start of every turn that a Westbounder
climbs its rope.
Each room has two Gecko Banditos who
are crawling on walls or otherwise hiding,
and each Gecko has a magical item stolen
from the racks in the Cleric's chambers.
They become guarded when the players
enter, and if the players become hostile they
will immediately draw and fight back.
However, they will not make the first attack
until the players reach the Cleric’s
Chambers.
Each room in the tower is 20ft tall, wide,
and long.
(A) The distinct smell of alcohol is present,
and bottles of sacramental wine litter the
ground, in whole or in pieces. The ladder is
20ft tall, and climbing reduces the speed of
the climber by half.
(B) The Book Room's floor is covered with
books, and the shelves are empty. The
pages are slippery, and creatures who do
not reduce their speed by half to walk
cautiously must make a Poise check with a
Tough Complication or fall prone.
The ladder that has replaced the stairway
is awkward to move over. It spans the 15ft
gap, and requires a Simple poise check to
balance on while crossing without falling,
potentially taking 3c falling damage and
being sent to the Chapel stairway.
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(C) The Cleric's Chambers are decorated in
the fashion of the night sky, with lines drawn
to form constellations. There are empty
racks for magical items, an unlocked chest
filled with folded clothes. The Geckos appear
to have made a nest out of the Cleric's bed,
which now has three large eggs laid on it.
(D) The bell is tremendously loud when
struck, causing 3c damage to anyone who is
in this area. Ringing the bell will force the
geckos on the top of the tower to enter into
the chambers to avoid the noise.

Combat:
The Geckos have chosen this place as
their new nest, and picked up the various
implements as weapons. They have
accidentally charged them using crystallized
mana they found on the desk in the Cleric's
Chambers, and have become accustomed
to their abilities and how to use them
offensively. They are not proficient in the
use of these weapons yet, and have a tough
complication on all of their attacks.
This place is the Gecko's new nest, so
they will protect it fiercely, and will die
protecting it. If they become exhausted, they
will rally, and if they become exhausted
again, they will fall exhausted and
unconscious.

Bandito Gecko: Small: 25ft: Hand Size 3
Foundation 1 : Beast
Damage Type: Physical - Traits: Poise,
Vigor
Sticky Hands: The Gecko has a climb
speed of 25ft.
Small: The Bandito has a simple
complication from all attacks.
Thief: While within melee range, the
Gecko can use a Crown card to steal an
item from a target that is not in a backpack
or being held.
Orb of the Arcane Assault: 30ft - 45ft 150ft - 50ft*: Magical

This Gecko is at (D) Deelug's Bell, and
will immediately transform the weapon to
fire down upon the rest.
Staff of the Fire Warden: 5ft - 30ft - 80ft 40ft*: Elemental
This Gecko is at (D), and will fire upon the
Westbounders as normal. When traveling
through the Book Room, it will light the
books on fire, which will spread one space
each turn according to scatter, and deal 1c
damage to anyone who has to cross into a
space that is on fire.
Frostbrand Wand: 5ft - 30ft - 60ft - 40ft*:
Elemental
This Gecko is at (C) the Clerics Chambers,
and will attack as normal. If a Westbounder
attempts to use a potion, it will freeze all
water in the area as a reaction.
Rod of the Thunder Cracker: 5ft - 3
 0ft 80ft - 10ft*: Elemental
This Gecko is at (C) t he Clerics
Chambers, and attacks as normal.
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Illusory Scepter: 5ft - 15ft - 60ft - 40ft*:
Exhaustion
This Gecko is at (B) the Book Room, and
instead of attacking, it will create a single
illusion of a Gecko and position it in a place
that the players can easily hit.
Branch of Wondrous Motion: Range =
Sense: Physical
This Gecko is at (B), and will use its
Branch to cause books, and bookshelves,
to come to life and attack the
Westbounders.
Scepter of Glorious Lights: 5ft - 15ft - 60ft
- 40ft*: Exhaustion
This Gecko is at (A) the Chapel, and will
attack as normal. If it becomes scared, or
sees another gecko die, it will use its
Blinding Flash to attempt to blind the
Westbounders and escape to higher
ground.
Animated Rope: Melee: Physical
This gecko is in (A) the chapel, and will
throw the rope to entangle an enemy, and
then attempt to escape. It will pick up any
magical implement that is dropped by an
ally and act as they would.

Aftermath
The Cleric returns with a doll and says
that the angels spoke to him, and claimed
this is your quarry. The doll is stuffed with
cotton, and depicts a small, green, chubby
goblin with a single button for a left eye, but
no right one. Sunny claims he found it in the
trash.
Sunny sheds some light on how the
Geckos activated their weapons, saying that
some gemstones are actually crystallized
magic, and that they must have realized you
can power a magic weapon like you can
load a firearm. He laments the loss of his
gems, but does not let it impede him further.
He guides the Westbounders to the chapel
and brings out a small, steel bowl filled with
coals. He lights the coals and burns the
doll, all the while praying, humming, and
occasionally singing.
At the end of the ritual there is no visible
difference, and he will tell them to leave.
Immediately after they leave, they will see a
bright start shining in the sky, seemingly
leading them North towards their target.
The Westbounders can take a Breather on
the walk towards the star.
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The Graverobbers:

The star leads the Westbounders to the
south side of a graveyard just 10 minutes
away from the cleric's tower inside the city of
Snakes Bend. Beyond an archway of stone
pillars and a spiked iron fence is a field of
gravestones engulfed in a sea of dark green
grass. The graveyard is within the tightly
packed city, and is surrounded by homes.
Small candles sit on each gravestone and
illuminate their epitaphs in flickering white light.
There is no lock on the graveyards single
entrance in the south field of gravestones, and
the graveyard is 90ft wide and long, cut into
30ft sections of gravestones and structures.
A stone crypt sits in the center of the
cemetery, standing 30ft high, wide with no
apparent entrance.
Behind the crypt, to the north and northwest
of the graveyard, is a small painted house.
Although the entire south side appears bare,
shadows move rhythmically on the east and
west side of the crypt.
What's Happening:
Grave robbers are digging up the dead and
stealing their belongings. None of these are
the "necromancer," but the star is clearly
leading the Westbounders here.
At the base of each grave is a small candle
that creates a bright light, but does not
illuminate past 5ft. The candlelight provides
the grave robbers some necessary light
without showing their locations. Additionally, it
blinds the Black Sight of any onlookers.
Each grave is three feet wide on its broad
side and is facing the south side.
Exploring the Graveyard:
(N) On the north and northwest side is a
funeral home. The room on the north side is
the preparation room, where the dead are
prepared for burial. There is a locked wooden
door that exits to the Northwest room.

(NW) On the north and northwest side is a
funeral home. The room on the northwest side
is a small chapel lined with pews. There is a
wooden door that leads to the graveyard on the
west side, as well as a door to the preparation
room. A large pile of cut flowers on the
northmost side of the chapel.
(C) The doorway is bricked over, and entering
the crypt is impossible without first breaking
through this heavy wall. There is nothing
valuable inside.
(W) This part of the graveyard has several
open ditches with people digging. Traveling
through this area with only Sight or Black Sight
will require a successful observance check with
a Severe Complication or fall prone into a 5ft
ditch.
(SW) This area is covered with gravestones.
(S) In the darkness, an orc scout leans against
the wall and keeps lookout, whistling when
someone passes by or comes to the entrance.
(SE) This area is covered with gravestones.
(E) This part of the graveyard has several open
ditches with people digging. The light poses a
hazard, and traveling through this area with only
Sight or Black Sight will require a successful
observance check with a Severe Complication
to not fall prone into a 5ft ditch.
(NE) This area is covered with gravestones.
Brief Conversation:
When the Westbounders enter into the
graveyard, the orc will emerge from the
shadows and lie to them. He will say several
contradictory lies including: they are
gravediggers, they are performing a ritual for
Forjah, or that they are gardeners who are
landscaping.
If pressed, he is lost for words, and the
others pick up their weapons to attack.
If the Westbounders pretend to believe
him, they can get a Surprise round by
pretending to leave.
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Combat:
There are seven grave robbers total, which
have the Armed Civilian statistics. Three are
armed with Witch-Bane Fan-Cannons, three
have sawed-off pistols that can only fire up
to 35ft away, and two only have shovels
which they are using for makeshift
weapons. They will immediately use the
gravestones as cover and fire upon the
Westbounders, while the two with shovels
who will only attack if an enemy comes too
closely.
The grave robbers are all cowards, and will
flee constantly. Each round, one robber will
run away from the fight, usually the robber
with the least Foundation. If there are less
than three robbers left, they will surrender,
and attempt to run out the southern gate or
over the fence.
Aftermath:
If any robbers surrender or were captured,
they will fess up to their crimes of grave
robbing, but are unaware of any
necromancy or necromancer.
As the combat ends, the Westbounders'
attention will be drawn to a chubby, welldressed goblin with an eye patch on his
right eye. He appears just past the fence on
the South East field of stones. As he
crosses a dimly lit corner on the street, he is
seemingly illuminated by the guiding star
that brought the Westbounders to the
graveyard. Although he's not certain that
they are looking for him, the sight of several
armed people in his place of work is enough
to send him running back around the corner,
with the star far above him moves to follow
him.
The Westbounders do not have time to
rest if they intend to chase him.

The Chase:


With the goblin necromancer on the run, the
Westbounders have an opportunity to catch him.
The goblin uses his knowledge of streets to his
advantage, and most Westbounders must try to
keep up or overtake him.
The Goblin runs 50ft per round and starts 50ft
away from the players. The Westbounders gain
distance on the goblin every round for every 1ft
faster than 50ft that they can move. Each round
assumes that all participants are running as fast
as they can, and using their action to run,
otherwise they fall 25ft behind every round.
Each area has complications to block the
chasers and slow them down, as well as some
examples of how to overtake them. However,
Westbounders come in all sorts and traits, some
even being able to fly, so you can use your best
judgement when players attempt to overcome
an obstacle in ways not described below.
Although the Scarlet Knight participates in the
chase, his armor weighs him down too heavily to
succeed.

The Graveyard:
As the Westbounders are within the
graveyard, using the entrance will cost the
Westbounders 15ft. A more direct route is to
jump the fence. If they jump the fence with a
Severe Vigor Complication, they will not lose
any speed, but if they fail the check they fall
15ft behind and discard 10c from the exertion.
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The Cart:
The alleyway is blocked by a large cart.
Jumping over it or clambering underneath is
the only way through. Jumping over requires a
successful Vigor or Poise check with a tough
complication to jump over without slowing
down, while a failure will cause a 15ft delay.
Crawling underneath causes a 15ft delay,
unless the character is of small size, in which
case there is no delay.

The Splitting Alleyway:
This alley splits off into multiple directions
which all make sharp turns. Those who use the
star as a guide, or that have a special sense
other than sight, will automatically know which
direction he went. Otherwise the Westbounders
must make an Observance or Cityslicker check
with an Absurd difficulty or fall 30ft behind, as
they choose the wrong alleyway that leads to a
dead end.

The Ledge:
This path leads to a small cliff that
overlooks an outdoor bath house for ogres.
The Goblin will stop to look down before he
leaps, causing him a 10ft delay. If the
Westbounders catch him here, they can try
to tackle him or otherwise grab him, but
their speed will make them both fall off the
edge.
The Goblin will jump into an unoccupied
bath if he is able to continue. His large
splash causes most of the water in this tub
to fly out. If a Westbounder doesn't look
before they leap, or tries to leap in the
same tub, they will injure themselves from
the 30ft fall, dealing 3c damage, but they
will not lose any distance. If they take their
time to look before they leap, they lose 10ft
but can easily jump into a bath with a Vigor
check with a Simple complication.
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The Ogre Baths:
The bath house provides accommodations
for local ogres to take their much needed
baths. Most bathing is done in large tubs
outdoors, but there is a larger pool on the
inside capable of holding five or six large
sized patrons at a time.
The Goblin will run through the
bathhouse’s main building, and will jump
directly across several ogres who are laying
down in the main pool. He is light enough to
cross over without them getting too upset.
Westbounders who attempt this must pass
a Poise check with a Tough complication, or
else trip and fall, losing 15ft on the goblin. If
the Westbounder is not a small size or
smaller, they will have disadvantage on the
check and will be attacked by the ogres,
dealing 4c damage, as well as losing 20ft.

Familiar Travelers:
The Westbounders may encounter some
friends during the chase.
If the Westbounders have helped January
Goldenlight become the Soothsayer, she will
communicate with them telepathically in the
Splitting Alleyway and allow them to choose
the correct path without needing to make a
check. The Westbounders will see January in
the correct alleyway and will motioning for
them, but will disappear in the blink of an eye.
If the Westbounders have met Niaron the
Centaur Ranger, they will find him in the Ogre
Bathhouse, that is the only bathhouse in town
which has facilities for a creature of his size.
Although he is currently bathing, he will get up
to help the Westbounders catch the goblin,
standing in it’s path and slowing it down 20ft
before the goblin weasels its way past.

The Parade:
On this side of Snakes Bend, the
celebration of the princess is well underway,
with fireworks, dancing, and festive music
all stunning the senses.
The crowded streets during the parade
cause the Westbounders to lose the goblin
instantly. Even creatures with enhanced
senses, such as Gut Sight or Echolocation,
will be overwhelmed by the intense smells
of the food and loud music.

The Aftermath:
Catching the Goblin is unlikely, especially for
a group that has just finished a fight. Even if
they don't catch the goblin, they will see the
star moving above them. They are able to
track the goblin's location to his home just two
minutes north by using the star.
If the Westbounders manage to capture the
goblin, he is visibly confused by the notion of
necromancy. He explains that he owns the
funeral home at the graveyard he was just at,
and that he was going to prepare the flowers
for tomorrow. The Scarlet Knight doesn't
believe him, and coerces the goblin into taking
the Westbounders to his home, which he
does.
Either way, the Scarlet Knight says they have
some time before the star leaves and should
enjoy the festival. The Westbounders can take
a Short Rest if they choose to. If the goblin is
captured, he binds him with manacles before
taking his rest.
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The Goblin's Glass Circus

The Westbounders arrive outside of the
goblin's home just as the star fades from the
sky. The home is surprisingly well ordered,
from the tended garden to the well adorned
furniture and bottle collection that can be
seen through the front window.
The house itself is shaped like an L, with
two rooms that cannot be seen into, as the
drapes are drawn and shutters closed. Each
room is 10ft long and wide, and 8ft tall which
causes large creatures to slouch.
Unknown to the Westbounders, the house's
walls are hollow, and the goblin is an expert
at maneuvering through them unseen. These
holes in the walls are always next to furniture
and it will most likely appear as though the
goblin vanished.

Exploring the House:
(A) The garden is clean and empty. It is
very surprising that a goblin keeps such a
mannered lawn. It is otherwise empty.
(B) In the Bottle Showroom, a circus of
glass animals and bottled scenes are on
every surface, counting at least 20 large
pieces.
(C) In the Goblin's Chambers, an elf woman
in a lavender silk dress and a golden cape is
laid on a short bed adorned with petals. The
woman is pale and clearly deceased.
Similarly to the showroom, this room has five
large bottles of perfume that sit nearby the
dead woman.
(D) This room is most appropriate for a
goblin, as piles of furniture and garbage
clutter the entire area at least a foot off the
ground. Among the junk are several glass
animals that are broken or otherwise
imperfect, and a large music box with an
amplifying horn.

The Confrontation:
When the Westbounders enter into the
chambers, or take the goblin into his
Chambers and they discover the body of the
elf, the Scarlet Knight will immediately
announce that they have found the right
person, as he was clearly romancing the
dead. The goblin will immediately attack
after this, first by hitting the Scarlet Knight in
the head with a glass animal and then
running into the walls. The goblin wants to
protect the dead elf, and will not stop
fighting until he is defeated or the
Westbounders leave.

Combat:
If the goblin was not captured, he will
surprise attack. Otherwise, he will hit the
Scarlet Knight to escape and knock him out
of the fight. The goblin has the Pick-Pocket
statistics, and the Cheat Death reaction.
The goblin can utilize the spaces between
the walls with great speed, capable of
clambering through with no difficulty, and
completely obscuring his position from
enemies. Enemies who want to attack him
from within the walls will have to guess a
position, and will have a Sensory
Complication on the attack if they manage
to guess correctly.
The goblin uses his glass menagerie to
attack. Each round, he will throw one of the
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large glass pieces at a Westbounder. These
glass pieces are makeshift-weapons, so the
goblin has a natural Tough complication.
However, glass weapons that break into
shards include three Hold'ems: King of
Spades, Queen of Hearts, and Jack of
Clubs.
The goblin has several tricks up his sleeve
to disrupt enemies who have superior
senses. The music box in the (D) Dump
room can be easily activated to cause a
noise too loud for anyone with Echolocation.
Similarly, anyone with Gut Sense will be
completely thrown off if he breaks one of
the perfume bottles in his (C) Chambers.
The goblin has the strategy of hitting a
Westbounder with glass and then retreating
into a hiding place in the walls. When
drawing for him, always utilize redraw as
much as possible to gain as many Crown
cards as possible. His weakness is enemies
with Quickdraw reactions.
If the Westbounders are defeated here,
they wake up from the combat with the elf
girl and goblin gone, having failed.

Aftermath:
If the goblin is defeated, the Scarlet Knight
brings his attention to the dead girl. He
immediately takes her magic cape, which is an
Inflated Cape. He already paid the
Westbounders the 50 silver dollars, which they
agreed to. He says that this cape was the only
reason he took this bounty, and that if it weren't
for him the Necromancer would still be free. He
allows the Westbounders to take the elf and
goblin back to the Sheriff, where the sheriff will
thank them and give them the 10 silver bounty.
The noble family that the body belongs to will
send a letter to the Westbounders thanking
them, and inviting them to come to their home if
they're in the area.
If the Westbounders fail, the Scarlet Knight
takes them to a local saloon, insisting they buy
him a drink with some of the reward he paid
them in advance.
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The Soothsayer
Synopsis:
This quest is largely about exploration and
mystery, with little to no combat. The story
is that a girl has gone missing. This girl,
January Goldenlight, has heard a telepathic
message from an otherworldly being to find
a specific place, and has gone out with her
friend searching for it. She is looking for the
Pool to Eternity, however it is in the far East
of Cael. The Westbounders must find or
make a portal to find the source of her
visions. Through the portal, they arrive in
the the kingdom of Cael to the east, and
find the pool which transforms January into
the avatar of the Soothsayer.

The Soothsayer:
The Soothsayer is a celestial titan that
exists in the Void, beyond the elemental ring
and far away from Cael. She is able to
predict the future with uncanny accuracy,
and is even able to adjust for the gods or for
free will.
Every century, the Soothsayer sends
messages to a young girl who can become
her living avatar. The Soothsayer uses her
avatar to affect the future, generally by
advising heroes, adventurers, and most
recently Westbounders. When January
becomes the avatar, she loses her own will
and her personality drastically changes from
that of a bubbly young girl to a smooth,
omnipotent god.
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The Pool of Eternity:
On the northeastern side of Cael, by a
keep built into the mountains, a stone
church stands in the place of the village
where the first avatar of the Soothsayer was
born. Now all that remains of the village is
the church, which hides a staircase to a
clockwork door. This door is laced with
adamantine and is nearly invulnerable. The
door opens and closes on a precise
schedule set out at its creation before
recorded time, often locking out would-be
invaders. Beyond this gate is the pool of
eternity, a small circular pool under an
obsidian and sapphire encrusted roof. By
entering this pool, the girl will become the
avatar of the Soothsayer. She will sacrifice
all sense of self, and become completely
controlled by the will of the Soothsayer.

The avatar of the Soothsayer will stay in
the Pool of Eternity until she dies. She still
requires provisions, which is often taken
care of by relatives and offerings made by
Westbounders.
The Soothsayer's avatar can take people
to the Soothsayer through the pool. The
Soothsayer is so large that she appears as
an island, and around her is a canvas of
black void with distant clouds.
The end goal of the Soothsayer is
unknown, but many speculate it has to do
with the distant titan that is spying on her
from beyond the clouds in the void.
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Scene Work
The following contains a series of scenes.
It can be read as a block of text, however it
is generally better when broken up into
individual encounters, allowing the
Westbounders the agency to decide to
move around in the world rather than telling
them what their characters do.

The Girl: Ms. January Goldenlight
The bounty board shows a girl is missing,
a Ms. January Goldenlight, who hasn't been
seen for several days. The page includes a
hand-drawn portrait of a young blond girl
with wide cheeks, with her eyes dotted with
green paint. At the bottom of the sketch is
the Goldenlight family's address, and the
offering of 1,000 Steel Cents for her safe
return.

Goldenlight Residence
The Goldenlight residence is a two floored
home on the riverside of the city. The lower
half is unkept stone, which appears to be a
ruin from ages past, and is now acting as a
pen for animals, although only a small lamb
is in the pen. The second floor is comprised
of a more comfortable wood that extends
over the stone supports and hovers above
the streets of Snakes Bend.

Westbounders go to the girl's parents’
house, meeting a human mother and
half-human half-elf father. The parents
immediately invite the Westbounders into their
home, offering what little information they
have, but can do little more than give her
personality profile. They do explain that they
last saw her with a friend of hers, a human
boy her age by the name of Michael, and they
say that Michael has gone missing too.
January's parents don’t believe that she would
have ran off with the boy.
The Goldenlights don't have the 1,000 Steel
Cents they offered. They could potentially give
the equivalent in silver and copper jewelry, but
their offer of money was to get attention for
their daughter.
The parents show the Westbounders her
room, and it becomes evident that she is an
avid artist. Many drawings litter the room,
including several of her own. Handmade
paints of various colors are arranged on the
shelves, as well as a small hand mirror which
she appears to have used for her selfportraits. Looking at the most recent drawings,
the Westbounders see a church with a broken
roof, a clock with no numbers, a pool under
blue stars, and a stylized portrait of January
sleeping while someone watches her from
beyond the clouds.
Of these four drawings, only the pool is
immediately recognizable, and looks like a
body of water the Westbounders passed on
the outside of town. The circular shape of the
pool is uncanny, and the blue stars may be
the night sky. The pool is also on local maps.
The Pool
The pool outside of town, although not the
Pool of Eternity, does strike an uncanny
resemblance. By the time the westbounders
arrive at the pool they will find it empty, but
they will find significant evidence that it was
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recently visited. A piece of torn clothing
dangles from a nearby shrub. With a Tough
Observance or Hunting check they are able
to track the visitors; a failure on the check
means the Westbounders find them, but take
an extra three hours as they get lost while
tracking.
Westbounders follow the tracks to a local
pit where they will find January and Michael
have accidentally trapped themselves,
having descending inside in search of the
pool. They will ask for assistance, and can
be pulled out easily with rope.
January is lighthearted and coquettish, with
a knack for the mischievous. She seems to
skip when she moves and her motions are
often large and dramatic.
If the Westbounders are armed when they
arrive, Michael confuses them for bandits
and becomes immediately hostile, drawing a
small stick he's disguised to look like an Ol'
Faithful Pistol, which is discovered with a
Tough Observance check. If a fight breaks
out, Michael is easily dispatched.
If the Westbounders are friendly, January
explains the visions she is having, and that
she refuses to go home until she finds the
real pool.
If they try to force her home, January says
that she'll tell her parents that they
kidnapped her in the first place. However, if
they help her find the pool, she'll go willingly.
She describes a word she keeps hearing as
well, that has no vowels: "shntr." She also
sees an abandoned church, and a clock with
no numbers. She recalls the drawing of the
man from beyond the clouds, but she doesn't
bring it up.
Michael suggests they find a wizard or
cleric who knows more about magic and
visions. He claims to know of a Wizard Spire
in Snakes Bend who might be able to help,
but he also knows to beware of wizards.

Familiar Travelers
If the Westbounders have met Dudo
Catcustail already, and he survived their
encounter, he will be with January and
Michael. In an attempt to help them, he
accidently fell into the pit as well, and the
group has been surviving off of Dudo’s
canned goods.
If the Westbounders have met the Scarlet
Knight, he will arrive after the Westbounders
have met and introduced themselves to
January and Michael. He will seek to claim
her reward for himself, regardless of
January’s wish to find the pool. If the
Westbounders object, he will challenge the
most courageous to a friendly duel, even
going so far as to offer a Healing Drop to
whoever loses. If uncontested, he will drag
January back to Snakes Bend. If defeated,
he will graciously accept his loss and drink
his Healing Drop. If victorious, he will give
the Healing Drop to the defeated
Westbounder and dragging January to
Snakes Bend.

The Wizard's Spire
The tower is a round, three story stone
turret with two shutterless windows on every
floor, and a waterfall falling from the top
window in through a grate in front of the
main entrance, so getting inside the tower
without getting wet from the waterfall seems
impossible. The tower appears empty, with
a sign saying that the wizard is currently out
and that visitors should speak to the
wizard's apprentice. There is an unlocked
door behind the waterfall. Typically, either
wizard would freeze the water at the top to
stop the flow and walk through. Through the
windows, the sound of animals can be
heard inside, specifically some birds and
and ornery goat.
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The inside of the spire is shaped oddly, as
it is completely contradictory to its outside.
There are no stairs, and the 3-dimensional
space within the tower has been flattened
out with magic, so that it resembles one long
corridor. When looking out the windows, the
Westbounders can see that as they walk
further down the eastern path, they climb
progressively higher. A river runs under
copper grates from the tower entrance to the
furthest room and falls out the highest
window, creating a seemingly endless
stream. Each room is 30ft in diameter.
As they enter, the Westbounders see no
one present. However, the wizard's assistant
is inside the tent in the cellar, which is a
magic item known as a Tent of Rooms. He
has made a small home in the magic tent,
with several rooms separated by sheets. His
master is an elf who does not sleep, and is
currently out on an unknown errand.
Inside the Spire
:
The entry way with (A) access to the tower
is lined with bookshelves, and a large
bookcase splits the room in half to block
sight of the other side. There is a
windowless room to the left and two rooms
to the right.
The room to the left seems like a (B)
basement, with natural curved rock walls that
seem to have been melted into place. A

B

A

small single-person tent stands in the center
of the room. Small cages filled with animals
fill the tower with chirps, bahs, and hisses.
A (C) cache of magical items sit on
pedestals in the room to the right. The
collection contains a pair of golden gloves, a
shining deck of metal cards, a sword laden
with pipes and hoses, and a white
handkerchief embroidered with pistols.
The room in the (D) distance, past the
cache of magical items, is a laboratory with a
folding wooden roof and many strange
implements which half resemble an
alchemical lab and half a torture chamber. A
strange glowing stone that must weigh a
quarter tonne is braced into the roof.
Exploring the Spire:
(A) The library is filled with books on
numerous subjects. Each one has a glowing
arcane rune shaped like an eye on its spine;
The wizard can choose to see through these
runes if one is stolen. These books can give
Westbounders advantage on checks about
the book's subject matter.
A few titles include:
Arcane Implement Arcanics,
Famous Mages of the Age of Kings,
Compendium of Desert Beasts,
Infamous Weapons of Wizards,
Applied Portal Arcanics,
List of active Portals.

C
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If a Westbounder looks through the List of
Active Portals, they will see names similar
to what the girl is hearing, words like "Sltr,
ckrt, ptrt," although "Shntr" is not present on
the list. Similarly, Applied Portal Arcanics
will tell them that portals are connected by
names, which are usually uncommon
syllables rather than actual words.
(B) The basement includes several
animals, all of which can be summoned by
the Deck of Calling. It includes a goat, 5
poisonous snakes, and 12 birds. The goat
seems especially restless, often pounding
on its cage with its horns.
Inside the tent is the wizard's apprentice
who is sleeping. Because of the noise of the
animals, he stuffs his ears with cotton and
won't hear anything less than a gunshot.
The tent is quite large on the inside, and is
the size of a small one-room house.
(C) The cache has several items on
pedestals which are all magical, and each is
enchanted to activate and attack anyone
who attempts to pick it up.
The following magic implements exist in the
room:
Gauntlets of Power: Objects being
manipulated by this item seem to weigh
less. This decreases the weight of
manipulated items by half, and items carried
by the gauntlets are considered one size
smaller.
 eck of Calling : This small deck is filled
D
with 52 steel cards that are incredibly sharp.
A beast can be attuned to each card, and
summoned by throwing the card. The beast
is always summoned at the location the
card lands at. Each card is considered a
small weapon with the Thrown property.

The deck of cards does not regenerate, and
each card must be picked up or be lost. It
takes 10 minutes to attune a beast to the
deck while being within melee range of the
creature.
 moking Sword: This medium-sized
S
longsword has the Magic and Keen abilities.
Additionally, when an enemy is slain with
the sword, the nozzle begins to smoke, and
if inhaled, will give the user Gut Magic. This
Gut Magic can be used to cause a fog over
the area that impairs the vision of everyone
within 20ft of the caster, and does not
dissipate for 10 minutes unless blown away
by wind. If the wielder has other Gut Magic
abilities, they can use those in place of the
fog.
 andkerchief of the Deadly Sneeze: This
H
small item can be placed in front of your
face. When you spit a bullet out of your
mouth, the bullet fires as if fired from an Ol'
Faithful Pistol.
(D) The lab is experimenting in making
new magical items, and is beyond the
experience of most wizards not in the field of
theoretical arcanics. A successful Arcanics
check with a Futile complication will reveal
that every item in the Cache was made in
this lab. An Untangling Stone is attached to
the roof, and will dispel any active spell
effect that is directly under it, as well as
deactivating any magic item that is under it.
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The Fight:
If the Westbounders choose to pick up any
item from the wizard's cache, the items will
activate and attack the supposed thieves.
Each weapon has five temporary
foundation, and cannot place down
foundation or regain it.
Strategy
The Gauntlets of Power will attempt to pick
up creatures and throw them out the
window, dealing 1c fall damage for every
10ft. Each floor is 15ft higher than the one
previous.
The Deck of Calling will fling out cards,
attacking intruders while also summoning
creatures, starting with the goat, then the
snakes, and then the birds.
The Smoking Sword will attack, and if it
wounds a character it will immediately
create a whirl of smoke and blind everyone
in the area.
The Handkerchief will attempt to fly into
the pockets of targets in search of bullets
and try to steal them, and will then
immediately start firing at them.
Aftermath:
If the Westbounders do not fight, or fight
and defeat the items, the wizard's
apprentice will be roused and beg apologies
that his master is out, and clearly struggles
to recognize them before realizing they are
strangers and intruders. If the
Westbounders lose the fight, they will wake
up unconscious inside the wizard
apprentice's tent.
The Wizard Apprentice can be convinced
to assist the Westbounders, and although
he cannot be persuaded by promises of
power or wealth, he is easily influenced by
emotion.

He doesn't recognize most of the details in
the girl's visions, but he does note that the
word she hears is familiar, and directs them
to the book "List of Activated Portals."
If the Westbounders have taken any magic
item or book, he will warn them that,
although he wont stop them, it is unwise to
invoke the ire of a master wizard.
The wizard apprentice is surprised to not
find the word in the current list of portals. He
explains that typically, each portal has a
word associated with it that links it with
another portal. The word is often not a real
word but just a series of syllables that are
uncommon.
The wizard apprentice is able to make the
Westbounders a portal that leads through
the portal that is connected with the word
"shntr," but he cannot guarantee where they
will end up. Additionally, he will request a
favor from them, not now, but in the future.
If they agree, he grabs some crystallized
mana that his master had secreted away in
a drawer in the laboratory and casts a spell
to create a permanent teleportation circle.
He allows the Westbounders to choose
where the local end of the portal will be,
although he refuses to have it near the
tower.
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The East
The portal has transported the
Westbounders into the eastern kingdom of
Cael.
With a flash of light, the Westbounders
arrive on a stone platform, in a land so
distant that the sun's position in the sky has
drastically changed.
The surrounding landscape is unfamiliar;
the cold oppressive sky, the iron rich soil,
and the unmistakable scent of Dust in the
wind marks the Westbounder's location as
somewhere in the eastern kingdom of Cael.
The thunderous sound of gunfire rebounds
off the tall hills and seem to echo from every
direction. The feeling of eyes and scopes
seem to be omnipresent, and the paranoid
urge for cover quickly settles in.
Despite this grim setting, the
Westbounders immediately spot an
abandoned church to the south; its ruined
and slanted stonework gives some hope for
protection against both prying eyes and
sniper fire.
Inside the church are dust-covered, halfburnt candles, and the shattered roof
remains on the floor where it has fallen. At
the north side of the church, a hunk of stone
has collapsed into a long rotted cellar door
and reveals a stone staircase that leads
underground.
The descent requires several minutes, and
eventually leads the Westbounders to a
circular clockwork door. The sound of
ticking, and the impossibly slow turn of the
gears reveals the intent of this door is to
open rarely, perhaps only at the conclusion
of a century. Despite this, as January walks
towards the door it immediately opens.

Beyond the clockwork door, a circular pool
of still water sits under a ceiling of obsidian
and sapphires. Seemingly compelled, the girl
strides towards the pool and descends a
staircase concealed in the water.
"I understand now," she says as her voice
becomes smooth as glass. "The visions, my
purpose," she whispers as she lays in the
pool to stare into the sapphire-encrusted
ceiling. With a quick blink, her eyes become
blue as the ocean, and she waves the
Westbounders into the water.
A single step into the water will engulf a
Westbounder, and they will fall through the
water as though it were air. When they
hesitate, she reassures them, saying "you
must see to understand."
The Westbounders seem to fall forever into
darkness, the sides of the pool feeling as
soft and supple as silk, until they reemerge
at the surface of the pool. January is
nowhere to be seen as the Westbounders
begin to climb out of the water, and quickly
notice that the cave around them has
opened up, replacing the stone walls with
white sand that stretches for hundreds of feet
all around them. Looking up at the roof, they
see that the sapphires and obsidian are now
distant stars against a dark night sky.
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Facing the door they find that they are no
longer in the east, but on an island of pale
sand in a pool of ink black water. The
Westbounders adjust their vision, as the
miles-long island begins to quake and
move, its surface forming the feminine hills
and valleys of January's form. The island
shakes as a peninsula from the east of the
island begins to rise and form a giant hand
that resettles on the flat center of the
massive island.
Suddenly, the sand beneath the
Westbounders begins to shift as a torrent of
water and black sand comes from the north
and south. Those who do not jump back
into the pool voluntarily are pushed in by
the blinking titan. The Westbounders fall
again through the torrent of water until they
reemerge back at the pool in the cave
where January floats, with her arm now
across her stomach.
Aftermath:
The Soothsayer and the portal to her
sanctuary will remain open so other
Westbounders can use her to see their
future. She may also grant the
Westbounders a vision, but she may
obscure the truth or simply lie if it benefits
her or civilization.
If the Westbounders demand a reward,
she tells them to dig anywhere outside the
temple, and they will find a Goblet of
Poison. At the first location the
Westbounders dig, they will find a long
buried golden goblet. The goblet is made of
Swamp Feed coated with gold, and will
poison any liquid poured inside it. If left for
long, the liquid will eventually become
cloudy with poison.

The avatar will explain some things, and
these are some examples of what she might
say to certain questions.
What Happened ?
"That is my true form, from my perch in the
void I have guided history. This avatar is my
hand, and civilization my tools."
Are you January ?
"January is now the vessel of my word. It is
the path she chose, one I could not have
forced."
What Happens Now ?
"This age is unique from all others. The
land has become barren, and devoid of all
courage and virtue. All of worth have gone
west to grow and flourish. So, keep your
doorway open, heroes, so that I may
receive the new heroes, the Westbounders,
that have yet to come."
What about your Parents ?
"Michael will tell the Goldenlights of their
daughter’s fate. They will use the portal to
come see me, and they will leave
disappointed. They do not have the Steel
coins that were promised to you."
What about Us ?
"Heroes, return to me when you are ready,
and not a moment later, and I shall advise
you further."
Do we get a Reward ?
"On the north side of the church, dig on the
first spot that calls to you. There you will find
a reward. Be warned, it is not the drink of
heroes."
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